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ABSTRACT
Let X be an imbedded submanifold of a smooth manifold lR In this thesis, we study the problem of
restricting generalized functions on 9t to t9 More generally, if 0 is open in OR and 9L is contained in the
closure of , we study the problem of defining boundary values on Z, respectively, a restriction to °C3 for
generalized functions defined on 0 where 9L is contained in the boundary of 6, respectively, the interior of 0.
The generalized functions that we work with are continuous with respect to Ll -type seminorms which remain
bounded when applied to sequences of densities converging weakly to a Dirac-type measure on '
A new sufficient condition for restrictability is given in terms of a refined version of the wave front set of
a generalized function which we define and study. In terms of this refinement, we also derive sufficient
conditions in order that the product of generalized functions is well defined.
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.CHAPTER 0
INTRODUCTION
Let GA be a smooth manifold, SL an imbedded submanifold of 9, and an open set in M In
this paper, we are interested in defining boundary values on ~9, or a restriction to ~9, for
generalized functions defined on depending on whether %9 is contained in the boundary or the
interior of C. The definition we give stems from the observation that if f (x, t) is a smooth function
on Rn+l and v is a compactly supported density on Rn X {O), we can define the value of the
restriction of f(x, t) on v, ff(x, O)v, as the limit we get by integrating f (x, t) against any sequence
of the form ({v 0 ,,) where ({,,} converges weakly to the Dirac density at t = 0.
Hence, in Chapter I, we begin by defining a space of generalized functions on 6, .6%,, that are
continuous with respect to L-type seminorms that remain bounded on such sequences. Then,
since we wish to work on a manifold and the form of such sequences is not coordinate invariant,
we define permissible sequences (,}) which are just a coordinate invariant version of the above
sequence (v ® ,). Then, if T is a generalized function, we say that T has a restriction to 9 if
(T, , converges as n -- oo and the limit depends only on v. We then show that this is a local
property and if a limit exists, it is given by a generalized function on °9, denoted T ,,.
We also define convergence in ,! which is strong enough to insure that if Tn converges to T
in 6Re,, then (Tn)6r,i converges to T weakly. In fact, the collection of restrictable generalized
functions is seen to be sequentially closed in 63,
.
That is, if T, converges to Tin 6A,% and (T), 0
exists for all n, then T,® also exists and equals the weak limit of the (Tn) ,. This property is used
throughout the paper.
Since in practice it is difficult to test T against all such sequences (tn}), it is natural to ask
whether it is sufficient to work within a single coordinate system and there test T against only
permissible sequences of the form (v ® n).
In the first two sections of Chapter II, we show this to be the case for both bounday values and
restrictions when G9 has codimension one. In fact, by a Tauberian-type argument, we show that
with an auxiliary condition on the Fourier transform of 70, it is sufficient to consider only
permissible sequences of the form {v 0 nqo(nt)dt). To prove this, we construct a sequence of
smooth functions converging to T in ,,t'
In these sections, we also study other properties of the spaces 6Ad9,
.
> For example, if % is the
U6
boundary of C, we show that if T E 6%,®, then T can be extended to a generalized function on
G% in a natural way.
In section 3, we identify distributions on Rn with generalized functions in the natural way and
show that if D is a distribution, p a compactly supported smooth function with integral one, then
D * pt can be considered as a generalized function on R'++ whose boundary value on Rn is given
by D. Here, Pt = t - n p(./t).
In the two sections of Chapter III, we essentially follow the pattern of the first two sections of
Chapter II only in the case where the codimension of GL is greater than one.
In Chapter IV, we are interested in studying the question of existence. To do this, we first refine
the notion of the wave front set of a distribution of H6rmander [1] in section 1. Roughly speaking,
we split the wave front set into orders of decay and then show that this splitting in local and
coordinate invariant. These cones of variable decay are called k-wave front sets. We then study
properties of these sets and their projections to the manifold, called the singular k-supports. For
example, we show that if k is a positive integer, then the singular (-k)-support of a distribution
D is contained in the complement of the set of points where D is locally in Ck .
In section 2, we extend these definitions to generalized functions in the natural way, and show
that if 6% has codimension 1, and the (-1)-wave front set of T does not intersect the normal bundle
of 6), then T has a restriction to DLZ In some cases, we also derive a relationship between the k-
wave front sets of T and T,,,.
In section 3, we define the product of generalized functions as the restriction of the tensor
product to the diagonal of the product manifold. We then derive sufficient conditions, in terms of
k-wave front sets, in order that a product is well defined. Lastly, we discuss a couple of properties
of products.
aCHAPTER I
DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES
Let %T be a second countable C' manifold of dimension n. Recall that a density ji on T is a
signed measure on %9 which in every coordinate system U = ((x)), t can be expressed as
I = (x) dx where p E C (T). Note that if U = ((x)), V = (y)} are two coordinate neighbor-
hoods on X say = p(x) dx on U, = A(y)dy on V, then on U n V, if y(x): U n V - U n V
is the change of coordinates diffeomorphism, we have
(1.0) y o4i t(y(x)) = m(x)
where lay/laxI is the absolute value of det(ay/ax). Hence if X C (U n ), we have a
coordinate invariant definition of
fun v X x
Also note that by (1.0), I :# 0 at x0 has an intrinsic definition. That is, if x0 E U, where
U = {(y)) is a coordinate neighborhood, then JL = (y)dy on U and we say IL : 0 at x0 if
4(xo) 0. Then by (1.0), p(xo) # 0 in any other coordinate neighborhood of x0 .
Now, let 0 be open in 9%. We denote by 6J(0) the collection of compactly supported densities
on 9% supported in 6 topologized as follows. Let {(jn C 6S(C). We say that ---> 0 if:
i) supp n C K C n where K is compact,
ii) If U is any coordinate patch in 0 with coordinate functions (xl ,... Xn), and
In = qp,(x)dx in U, then I(a/ax)a"pl - 0 as n - oo uniformly on every compact
subset of U for any multi-index a.
Here we use the standard multi-index notation. That is, if x = (xl, ... , xn), a = (a1 ,..., a,)
is an n-tuple of non-negative integers;
a a a
(ax = axl axn
Similarly, x = x, xa,;. ! = a . . a !; lal = ai.
Note that ii) is coordinate invariant as above.
We denote by 6g'(0) the collection of continuous linear functionals on 53(0). By continuous we
mean the following. If T is a linear functional on fi3(0), we say that T is continuous if <T, n> 0
for any collection {(j} C i3(() such that t --> 0. If T E f'(0), we call T a generalized function.
If {Tn C 3'((), we say that Tn - 0 if <(T,,j> - 0 for every / E fi(0).
We denote by (c the closure of 0.
Let O% be an imbedded submanifold of 9T of codimension 1. Let be open in 9T such that
9% C Cc. Let T E 5'(().
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DEFINITION 1.1. We define T E 6A,e if given any x0 E %L there is an integer m, a constant c E R+ ,
and a coordinate patch Uxo in O1, with coordinate functions (xl, ... Xk, Yt, ... y), where Uxo n 
= {(xl, ,Yl)l Yi = 0 Vi ), so that
(1. |<TI1>| < C t X)Y (aY)+1 m
101=1/'1I
for all .t E q3(UXo n 0), where on Uxo, 1i = cp(x,y)dxdy.
Here we make the convention that (a/a )af = f if a = (0,...,0).
Clearly, if T has compact support, we may take c and m as independent of x0. Also, if T E % 6,e
and E C (3), then ST E 6A:,e'
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let T 6 %,, xo E , o0 any coordinate patch in %9 containing x with
coordinate functions (,...Xk Y1, ... . ,) where L n Vx0 = {(Xl, .. .,Y)li = 0 Vi}. Then
there is a neighborhood of xo, Wxo C ,, and an integer m so that
181 = I 131 
for all It E (C n Wxo), , = (X, ) d dy.
PROOF. Let U be as in Definition 1.1. Choose Wx0 CU n 0.' Then Wx has coordinate
functions (x, ... ,yl) and (xl,...,y,). Let E 3(69 Wx).- Then i = p(,y)dxdy and 
= (x,y)dxdy with (x,y) = p(x(x,y),y(x,y))la(,y)/a(x,y)j where la(x,y)/a(x,y) is the abso-
lute value of the Jacobian determinant of the C diffeomorphism (x,y)--- (,y). Note that
x(x, 0) = and y(x, 0) = 0. Expanding the ith coordinate yi(x,y) of y(x,y) by Taylor's formula,
we have that
(1.3) Yi (x,y) = Yjfij(x,y)
where fj(x,y) = fJ (ayi/ay)(x, ty)dt are C° functions for all i,j.
Now the Jacobian matrix of the diffeomorphism (x,y) (,y) at y = 0 is given by
o fj(X, O) 
Hence, since this is a nonsingular matrix, we must have that det Ifj(x, 0)1 0O. Hence detlfj(x,y)l
=# 0 for (x,y) in a sufficiently small neighborhood of Uxo n Vxo n g9 We modify Wx to be this
neighborhood. Without loss of generality, choose Wxc to be compact, Woc c Uxo n Vo.
Now, since / E 3j(Wx0 n ) c 63(Uxo n ), we have by (1.1) that there is an m, c so that
(1.4) I<T,/I X Y
Now=, by (1.3)
Now, by (1.3)
I9
Xj E a jk a
by inverting y = A(x,y)y on Wxo. Similarly,
a a, axi a ay
jYy kj a(,Y)
Hence, we have that
where the sum is over I1l1 + IyI < ial, I = Y'l. Similarly,
a = E ) 8aa
And
(y) = Y bf(x,y)y f ,
IfI=l1al
where we note that all ape, c,y and bfi are C ®0 functions. Hence,
ay,"·p( a #' (Yj = dIx) Y a = E d'(xY)( a X (y)8( a
where in the sum, we have 1'1 < 181 in general and dys, are C ® functions for all y, 8, 6'.
From the above expression it follows that the right hand side of (1.4) is majorized by the right
hand side of (1.2) with m = m, and an appropriate constant c'. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let {jn} C qi(C). We say that ({n} is a permissible sequence on 9 if:
i) supp An C K for all n, K a fixed compact set,
ii) If U is any neighborhood of 9Z, then supp /n C U n for n large,
iii) Given xo E 69, there is a coordinate neighborhood U = {(x,y)) where U n N
= ((x,y) ly = O), so that for every E C' (Uxo),lal+Im a )y(Ia'< ) 
Ifi=I#'I
where cm is independent of n, and AIn = cpn(x,y) dx dy on U,
iv) There exists a v, v E 9B(GL) such that
lim <F, n > = <FJ, v> for all F E C ()
where F1,K is the restriction of F to 9y
(If u{/n) is a permissible sequence, we will often say that /n converges to v, where we mean in
the sence of iv).
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Clearly, if {/,,) is a permissible sequence, E CO (91), then (S{Ln) is a permissible sequence.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (ju}, be a permissible sequence, xo E Z, xo0 any coordinate patch where
n Vo = {(x,Y) Y = 0}. Then there exists Wxo c Vxo so that for all E C (Wxo).
(1.5) E 1a (•a )A < cm Vm
Ial+ll<m
111=1'1
where cm is independent of n, and 1, = cpn(x,y) dX dy on Wxo.
PROOF. Identical to the proof of Proposition 1.1. 
DEFINITION 1.3. We say that T E 9, D6 ,o has boundary values on % [a restriction to 01] if:
i) Given x o E 0G, there is a neighborhood Vxo of x0 in , v E ( Vxo), such that v # 0 at x o ,
and a permissible sequence on e converging to v,
ii) limn <T, n > exists for all permissible sequences (iun},
iii) limn T,,n > = 0 if v = limn an = 0,
iv) a [ c (e].
Here, a0 is the boundary of 0.
Note that by (1.1) and (1.5), we have that for any T E 6,, any permissible sequence {An},
(1.6) I<T,t,>l < c for all n.
However, this does not imply, in general, the existence of a limit.
The following example shows that i) in Definition 1.3 is not superfluous.
EXAMPLE 1. Let IL- = R2 , % = {(O,y)}. Let an be a sequence so that a = 1, an - 0 and
(an_, - an)/an < a' for a > 0. Let In = {(x,y)lx E (an,an_l)). Let = UnIn. Let {,n} be a
sequence of densities satisfying i), ii) and iii) of Definition 1.2. Say supp np, C In. Then on Im, if
p(k)(s,y) = (a/aS)kp(s,y),
rp~(xy)=IJJ -f (s~as k n (k+1)(sy)) d < a - ak f Tn (s y) dsI Pn(X,Y)l | [k! (Pn n)ny)d 
Ian Ik+ kl
So on In,,
< aak a_,- s k+l (k+1)( y)d
Hence, Ipl tl < ckaa(k+l) where ck is independent of n by iii) of definition 1.2. So, as n -- oo,
11qInll1 < cka(k +) -- O. Hence, if F E C(R2)
f F(x,y)n (x,y) dx dy -O 0.
Thus, if v E !(9t), v 0, there is no permissible sequence on e converging to v.
Before continuing, note that if (In}) is a permissible sequence converging to , then {,n}) is a
permissible sequence converging to Iop for any D E C ® (lt).
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PROPOSITION 1.3. Let T E , %9 satisfy the conditions of Definition 1.3. Then there is a T, E i5'(9L)
so that limn(T,, n) = (Tt,, v> for all v E 9W(L).
PROOF. First note, that by iii) of Definition 1.3, if {En}, ({j, are permissible sequences converging
to v, then limn<T,/ n> = limn <T, ). Hence, we can define <(T 0 , v> for any v so that there is a
permissible sequence {n},) converging to v, and the value of (<T7a,, v)> is independent of the choice
of {tn}.
Let {vk) C 3(%3), k -- 0. We will show that <T, k)> is defined and tends to 0 as k - oo. Let
K C 6X be compact so that supp k K Vk. Let x0 E K; v, Vo as in i) of Definition 1.3. Let Uo
be as in Definition 1.1. Choose Wx0 c % so that W C Vx0, v # O on Wxo. Let wn be the permissible
sequence on converging to v. Clearly, if E C (Wxo),
'vk = (Pkv where (Pk E Co (Wx )
and cPk --> 0. Let pk be in Co (Uxo) so that Pk VXO = )k.' Then if wn is permissible and converges
to v, k xn is a permissible sequence and converges to qpkv = A4 k. Clearly, we can choose
%k E C (Ux) so that k - 0. Hence, T, vk> is defined ¥k, and by definition:
<T,, Ovk > = lim < T, k n > -.
Now, since T E rieao, we have for all k, that
KTPkn>| C E )y( ay )1 ½0 n ' 
Ial+1f1< TXm 1
1 1=I11'
where c is independent of n and wn = On (x,y) dx dy. Hence,
I(<Te,Cvk>I = lim (<T, kWn>l ~ C sup E I(a)y (ay) ka
n jaaj+/ /m T1
1/1=l/'I
But Tk -- 0 in CO (Uxo) clearly implies that
lim sup 0
kooF nP I) Ij(a)] Y ay) ll
101=1#11
Hence, limk (T,®, Avk > = 0.
Now if we choose (i), i = 1, ... , N as a partition of unity over K, we have that
N
T ,k )= (< TtL,,iPk> 0 as k oo.
So, Tt, E '(%L) by noting that the above construction shows that T9 is defined on all
v E (%). 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let 6', LI, (9 be as above. Let {(Tn} C ,. We will say that Tn - 0 in AtXR if given
xo E 9, there is a coordinate patch Uxo = {(x,y)} in %9 where Uxo n = ((x,y)Iy = 0), an
integer m, and a sequence cn - 0 so that
(1.7) , $irjld<TnI>l < Cn X ay)
111=1'1
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for any I E 61(Uxo n ), i = '(x,y) dx dy on Uxo. If {Tn,, T C 6AX,, we say that Tn - T in A,,,,
ifTn - T-> O.
If Tn -o 0 in ,0o and D E C (h), clearly Tn --> 0 in 6A%, .
PROPOSITION 1.4. Referring to Definition 1.4, if Vxo is any other coordinate patch containing Xo, say
Vxo = {(x,y)} where Vo n 3 = {((,y)ly = 0}, then there is a neighborhood <Wo C V, an integer
i, and a sequence Cn - 0 so that
I<T,,uL>l < E 1(a)n()( ay- ) m11
I 3l+l1bi
for any E 'GB(Wx n 0), I = cp(x,y)dx dy on Wxo.
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Proposition 1.1 and is omitted. ·
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let Tn - T in A,f and assume Tz,) and (Tn), e exist. Then (Tn), o" T-, in
PROOF. Let x o E g, Uxo as in Definition 1.4. Let U n = V'. Let E (Vxo) , {m}
C (Uxo n ) a permissible sequence converging to v. Note that {lm} exists as in the proof of
Proposition 1.3. Then
<(Tn),e - T,eO, v) = limmTn- T,L>).
Now by (1.7), we have since {/m) is permissible, I(T - T,). m>I c c where c is independent of
1km, and c, 'O as n -- oo. Hence, (Tn), o - Ta.e, P> -- 0 for all E (Vx0) .
Now if E ((%), we can write = i v where the {i} is a finite partition of unity over
supp that is subordinate to Vxi as above. Then clearly, as n -- oo,
M
<(Tn)%,o- T,e,> = z <(T) - Tr,,i' )> O. 
The following generalization of Proposition 1.5 will be useful later.
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let T - T in %,e. Assume that (Tn),O exists for all n. Then T,o® exists.
PROOF. Let x0 E %; Ux, Vxo as in Proposition 1.5. Let E (Vxo), f(ji) c S(Uxo n ) a
permissible sequence converging to . Then
I(T,i - j)>l < I(<T,tLi - Lj)>l + IT - Tn,Li - jL>)l
I<Tn, i- j> < <T, i- j>l + <T - Tn j- >l.
Hence, since IT - Tn, ,i - >j)l < 2Cn for all i,j; we have that for each n,
(1.8) I<(T,,Li - j.)>l - 2cn < I(T, i - tj)> < I(Tn,li - Lj)> + 2Cn .
By assumption, limij<T,,Ai - j)> = 0 for all n. So using this in (1.8), we obtain that
lim<l(T,,i - j>)l < 2 for all n.
Hence, limi T,/ i > exists.
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Now if v = 0, we can proceed as above to obtain
(1.9) l(Tni>l- c I<(rKT1i)> ITn i>)l + Cn.
Hence, limi Tn, i)> = 0 implies that limi <T, yi> = 0. So, T,a exists for v E qi3(J0). In general, if
p E W3(%L), we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 1.5, using a partition of unity argument.
It will be convenient later to have each T E °, 0( supported in a coordinate patch. To this end,
let {U}) be a locally finite covering of C, U open in 9JIL Let ({)i} be a partition of unity subordinate
to this cover.
PROPOSITION 1.7.
a) T E 6ALX, if and only if 4bi T E 6Xo for all i.
b) Tn - 0 in 6A%,6i if and only if 4bi Tn - 0 in GuLe for all i.
c) Tat, exists if and only if (4i T),, exists for all i. In this case, we have
(1.10) rt,® = Yi (i T)°%,0'
PROOF. Note that a) and b) are clear by Definition 1.1 and Definition 1.4. As for c), we need only
check that (1.10) is independent of ({U} and { 4i}. For this, let {Vj} be another locally finite covering
of 6%; (qpj} a partition of unity subordinate to {Vj. Let an} be a permissible sequence converging
to v. Then
<(pj T, ln =  (ni T, Tj ln ) 
Hence, lim n <'(q T, n > exists for all j, and
(1.11) lim (Pj T , = (<(Pi T),o, jiv>.
n i
From (1.11), it is clear that limn, <p T, n> = 0 if v = 0. Hence, (j T)x,0 exists for allj. Further,
from (1.1 1), we see that
<((qpj T)6,o,v> = v ((>i T)9cO )>
since Ej cpjl Jv = v. Hence, (1.10) is independent of {U}), (4i}) and the proposition is proved. ·
Thus, without loss of generality, we will study in the following sections, the existence of
boundary values or restrictions of generalized functions supported in coordinate patches.
Let T E 3'(0), A a nowhere vanishing density on 9JIL Then the product T is a distribution
D E 6D'(6) defined by:
<D,p> = T, T1/> for all p E C ().
It is easy to show that if 4b E C (), then
(4T)1 1 = p(TA) = ()T.
Also, since It is nonvanishing, we clearly have that the mapping T---> T/ is bijective and
bicontinuous from Ai'(9) to 6D'(e). Hence, if D E 6D'(6), D/ 1 E '(®) is well defined. That is, if
Al, E (0), we have that A/ = (p/ where p C (0). Then D/l = T is defined by,
I14
<T, Al> = D, cp>.
Hence, given D E '(0), and A, we can say D E 6Age.. if D/ E 6A,e. This makes sense, since if
A/' is another nowhere vanishing density on k, then A = fJa' where f E C ®(GA), f(x) - 0 for all
x E at Hence D/i' = f(D//I) and so Dl/' E A,O if and only if D/L E A,e.
Also, D/L' has a restriction to, or boundary values on, SL if and only if D/ has. In this case,
we have that (D/')q,e = f ls(D/)%s,e .
Now if v is a nowhere vanishing density on 9O, and (D//),,,e exists, we can define Doe
= DO, (, p) by
(1.12) D,e(,,pL,) = [(D/p)c,O]p.
As noted above, the existence of D, , is independent of and v, but the value of DeX0 is not. In
fact, if A' and v' are other choices, = fL', ' = gp where f and g are non-vanishing smooth
functions on 61 and 0L respectively, then
(1.13) D, (', v') = [f |Itg]Dg(t, v).
For most purposes, it is more natural not to choose t and v independently of each other, but
as in R", to be related by a Riemannian structure. To this end, let <, x be a Riemannian metric
on Gio That is, for each x, , >x is a positive definite, symmetric, bilinear form on Tx(6Th) so that
if a, f: 1? - T* (6) are smooth sections, then <a(x),fi(x)>x is a smooth function on iL This
Riemannian structure induces, in a natural way, a nowhere vanishing density IL on 1 defined as
follows. If U is a coordinate neighborhood of 1? with coordinate functions (xl, ... , x"), we define
/Z on T(U) by
(1.14) Z( axl' ',ax" = det ax ,a j .
Clearly, / is nonvanishing on T(U) and hence is smooth. If V is another coordinate neighborhood
with coordinate functions (y,...,Yn), V U 0, then a calculation shows that on V n U,
(ax x ax.) I A lyay ... ayn)
where by ay/ax we mean the Jacobian matrix. Hence, /Z is indeed a density on 0iL Now since 9L
is an imbedded submanifold of OR, we can identify Tx (9) with a subspace of T(0rt) for all x E L
Hence, the Riemannian metric on gives rise to a Riemannian metric on 0[, and as above, this
gives rise to a nowhere vanishing density v on 9L
Hence, to work with distributions D E 6D'(0), we could assume that 1? is given a Riemannian
structure and define D E gt,e or D,o as above with respect to the 'natural' densities /L and v.
Note that if f E CO (GA), dit f nequ 0 ditend on 01 and /L' = f, ' = f tv, then by (1.13)
(1.15) De, (, V) = DeeL', ').
This observation is a convenience locally, since given any Riemannian metric on , U
= ((xI, ... . , )) a coordinate neighborhood, we can choose f above so that on U, '= f-
= 1 dx. Then, if E (0), 1h = qp(x) dx on U, we have that <D//I', ) > = <D, p)> as in R". Hence,
locally we can suppress the identification D - T, and work as in Rn .
Although we will work exclusively with generalized functions, we note that the above
construction gives a natural way of applying the results of this paper to distributions on a
Riemannian manifold.
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CHAPTER II
CODIM % = 1
1. Boundary Values of Generalized Functions
In this section, we make the following assumptions:
i) G c a®
(2.1.0) ii) For each x0 E %9, there is some coordinate neighborhood U of x0 in % such
that U n = (x,t)It = 0) = V and Vx (0,6) C for some > 0.
By Proposition (1.7), we can assume without loss of generality, that supp T C U, a coordinate
patch. Combining this with (2.1.0), we use the following model:
i) D = R n+ 1 = R X R
ii) ~9 c R n is open
(2.1.0)' iii) 91 x (0, oo) c 0
iv) 9 c a
v) T E 6'(0), supp T is relatively compact.
In this setting, there always exists permissible sequences for any v E q( ). For example, if
/ E C(R+), f dt = 1, then cwn = v ® nlq(nt)dt converges to v, clearly, and for all n, supp w,n
C . Also, a simple calculation shows that cn satisfies iii) of Definition 1.2. This type of sequence
is easier to work with in most cases than the general one. Our interest here is to justify the
exclusive use of such sequences in applications. That is, we are interested in the following
question:
Let T E A,6%®. If limn<T,v ® nq(nt)dt> exists for all v E Q(91), some 7r E Co°(R+), f tdt
1, does T have boundary values on % in the sense of Definition 1.3?
The following example shows that without an auxiliary condition on r7, the answer is in general
in the negative.
EXAMPLE 1. Let E1 Co°(R+), f r 0 dt = 1. Assume that F(rl70(e'))(zo) = 0 for Imz 0 =-1,
Re z0 0, where 5(lo(e'))(zo) is defined by:
6!(,q0(et))(z0 ) = f ,o(et)eitzO dt.
Then, f rio(et-S)eitzodt = 0 for all s E R. Letting u = et, we have that
o ( u )eiZologudu = 0 for all s.
Hence,
limo( e) eg(u)du = 0f---> Ou) 
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where g(u) = (eizlo°g/u) is defined for u > 0. Let T = g(u) 0 A(x) where 4' E Co (Rn). Then
since Im z0 = -1, we have that (eiZ°O°gu/u) = 1 and hence, if /l = p(u,x)dudx E 3(9), where
6 is equal to R+ x Rn, then
(T, )I < Cll4lll.
That is, T G R, R+xRn. Also, for all v E 63(R'),
lim < T(f ) dt ) = 0.
However, if q E C(R+), say supp ,/ C [1,2], then:
<(T, 1 1(e t X i= l (t e al a log dt I v,
E E f
where a = Re z0 -# 0. Clearly then, the limit as e -- 0 does not exist in general.
Hence, we must at least demand that f(rl(e'))(z) # 0 for Im z = -1, Re z
Y(r(et)et)(s) # 0 for s E R. In this case, we have the following.
0 O. That is,
THEOREM 2.1.1. Let %o E Co(R+), Sf dt = 1, F(qo(et)et)(s) # 0 for s E R. Let T E 6A,o
where CX, O, T satisfy (2.1.0)'. Assume that
(2.1.1) lim <T,v 0 n'q0(nt)dt>
n-- oo
exists for all v E 53(L). Then T has boundary values on 9L in the sense of Definition 1.3. That is,
i) lim T, n > exists for all permissible sequences {n),
ii) lim(T,n)= 0ifv = 0.
The proof of Theorem 2.1.1 will be obtained from a series of results.
LEMMA 2.1.2. Let g, f E S(R), f(t) = 0 for t E R. Then given M
s1, .. SN SO that
N
g(t) = Z if(t- si) + r(t)
i=1
where JI(d/dt)'rll < Eford = 0, ... , M. Further,
N
Ig(O)--(O) E ~i < e.
i=1
PROOF. First note, that there is an h E S(R) so that E C (R) and
j < M. To see this, let E C °(R), D- 1 near 0. Clearly, as -O 0we
Il[(st)(-it)Jg(t) - (-it)Jg(t)] 11, o
where k is the inverse Fourier transform of k. Choose 80 so that
27rl[3(8o t)(-it)jg(t) - (-it)jg(t)]' 11, < 2
for j = 0, ... , M. Let (t) = (t)g(t). Clearly, h(t) E Co' (R). Also,
we have that
( )(h g) < forj < M.
I(d/dt)'(h - g)ll, < /2,
have for all j that
by the above inequality,
E= Z+, E > , there is 5,, . I N;
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Now f(t) # 0 for all t implies that (t)/f(t) E Co (R). Hence, h/f = k with k E S(R). So,
hi(t) = f * k(t) where hi = (d/dt)Jh andfi * k(t) = ff(s)k(t - s)ds.
To complete the proof, we now show that if f, k E S(R), then the Riemann sums of f * k
converge to f * k in L (R). To see this, first assume that f, k E C (R). Then by partitioning R
into sufficiently small intervals, it is clear that for each x, and for all , there is (Yi)im=l so that
m
If(x- y)k(y)dy- f(x- yj)k(yj)ml < E
where mj = measure of the jth interval. Now since f * k E CO (R), we can have this estimate
uniformly in x. Hence for all , there is {(Yi)=l so that
m
Ilf * k(x) - E jf(x -j)lIl < E.
Note that j = k(yj)mj and EY j l |Ijl Ilklll for all m. Now, if f E S(R), k E C (R), we choose
(fn) C C (R) so that IIf - f, ll < 1/n. Then, by the above argument, we can choose (ji)}, (Yi)}
so that
m
Ilf * k(x)- 2 jfn(x- Yj)ll < nj=ln
Then
m mIlf* k(x) - (x - -)llI < If * k(x) - f * k(x)lI + IfL * k(x) - jf(x - yj )I
m
+ II j[fn(x - y) - f(x - )]lIlj-1
< IlIf- n II IkIll+ + n +j l f-fn 1 < (1 + 2Ilkll ).
Finally, in the general case, we choose k E C (R), so that Ilk - k n Ill < 1/n. We can then
choose {i}, {Yi} so that
m I
Ilf * k(x) - I if(x - Yi)I < 
i=--l n
by the above argument. Then,
m m
Ilf * - f (x -)I Ilf k(x)- l * k lII + IIf * k(x) - Y if(x - Yi)IIi=I i=
< (i + llkll).n
Hence, we can choose {)i}, (si) so that
m
Ilh(t)- f(t - Si)1 < 2' i< M,
since h = k * f'. Combining this with the estimate IIlh - g ll < E/2 obtained above completes
the proof of the first part of the lemma.
By construction, we have that
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iff = fg m m-iE f if(x- yi)dxl < g- E if(xi=1 i=1
Noting that S g = g(0), ff = j(O), completes the proof. ·
PROPOSITION 2.1.3. Let T E , or satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1.1. Then for all
Ti E CO (R+),5 7q 0
lim T, v n(nt) dt>
noo
exists for all v E 3(o9).
Further, if S = 1, the value of (2.1.2) is the same as the value of (2.1.1) for all v.
PROOF. Let G E C' (R+ ). Clearly, ro(et)et, rq(e t )et are in S(R) and [o(et)et] ^ (s) 0 for all s E R.
So for 6 > 0, M E Z+, we have by Lemma 2.1.2 that there exists l, ... , M; sl . .. SM such
that
M
q7(eu)eu = i-lo(eu-Si)eu- s i + r(u)
i=l
where II(d/du)jrlll < 8 forj = O ... , M. Letting e" = t/, we obtain
M
1(t) = 
i=1 i 0 ( t) 1
+1 [r(log(t/E))
e t/1 .
Now by assumption, T CE 6a,6. Hence, if = p(x, t) dx dt has support in , we have
(2.1.3) KT,L0 < C
IaI+j N
Choose M above so that N < M. Then using (2.1.3), if v = cp(x)dx G (),
T, ()- E
Sc I
lal+j<M
ax! i ~ jt J r(log(t/E)) ] 1
since by substituting u = log(t/E),
Note that we have easily by induction,
i
1=0
So,
r_ 1 i
EE
= [lim -rn KT, (q([i ( f J (n
(2.1.2)
< C'8,
1=0 \L4 eJI (d )rl S c6.
M
~;41i=l
0(i e i) dlt I S < .
if - i=
i
< C1
1=0
~i'q ( i ' )dt 9 P
a J.
t i Tt 9)
I
Cno( o tsi EI i dt v~
d J . r(log(tlE) Itj
Wt t1E E I
d '
cj I ju-
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If f = 1, then
f q(eu)e -( i 70(e)eu = <1- Ei= i <
by Lemma 2.1.2. Also, I<T,q0 (t/E)(l/E)dt 0 >I < c E. Hence,
[lim-lim] K (T,(*)- I)1d)dt 
±+I6imlim'] T r ' (1( - i-l 7O(t)edt 1 < Vc.
Hence the limit in (2.1.2) exists and is equal to the limit in (2.1.1) for all v.
If S 7 = c = 0, then by considering = 1r/c, we can see from the above argument that the
limit in (2.1.2) exists and equals c times the limit in (2.1.1). 
In order to generalize the result of Proposition 2.1.3 to more general permissible sequences, we
first construct a sequence of smooth functions converging to T as in (1.7). Note, however, that if
mP E CO (Rn+ ), f (p = 1, we need not have %q * T ---> T in 6 where
P (X) =n+l (x t\
E
For example, in R n+l, identifying distributions and generalized functions, the Dirac delta
8 E 6A,Y and (8)6, 0 = 0, where 9% = R' and 6 = Rn X (0, oo). However, we cannot have that
q * 8 = p, converges to 8 in AX, or else we would conclude that (0) -> 0 weakly by
Proposition 1.5. Clearly,
1 x
cannot converge weakly. We will modify the above convolution though, so that only the values
of T in {(x,t) t > 0) are smoothed. This is natural, since if S, T E '3'(6), supp(S - T)
C ((x,t)It < 0O, then S - T E , and (S - T)6,o = 0.
Let T E %ab; A, , T satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.1.1. Let ' E C' (R), 
E CO (Rn), even functions; 0 supp 'q, say supp 7 = [-2,-1] U [1,2]. Assume also that
fri = 1, fp = 1. Define for v > 0:
(2.1.4) T (Y,) = T(m[ y-x])mn dx 0m(m In - ) du
Note that since T has compact support, T(y, v) vanishes for large v uniformly in m.
PROPOSITION 2.1.4. The function Tm(y, v) is continuous in v > O, C° for v > 0 and T m- Tin 6,
To prove the proposition, we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.1.5. Let /i E CO (Rn), f r/ = 1, ri an even function. Let f E Lk+ 1(Rn). Then
(2.1.5) Ii * f - fllk < cEIlfIL+I '
where c is independent off.
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PROOF. For F(x)E L(R"), we have that F(O)= - l o'f Fi(tv)vidt, where Ipi = 1 and
Fi = F/laxi. Hence, letting = fs.- do, we have that
F(O) =--s d ) - dt = -
.=1 6 i=1 F(x) X dx.IxIn
Substituting F(y) = f(x - y) into this expression, we get
f(x) = /=1 I A JV f(x-Y) YndY-( V f 
f - *f =
(2.1.6)
L
lIf- *q fIlL A < IIf IIL, xln
I7X * 1 Li
To complete the proof, we need only show that
(2.1.7) Ix * I- < C
Looking at components,
=fjx<2 EdX + 1>2c |XInE I yin * qe)(x)Idx = I + II.
dx+f <2~1 ln Yi n
J1<2 n dx + x<2| Iyi * 71f dx < ce.
For II, we expand (xi - yi)/I x - yI' about y = O by Taylor's formula and obtain;
Xi - Yi i nIx y=Ixn + y g(x)yi + III,
IX -yl- IIxr i=l where gi(x) = [xin]iI X-Y y=
Hence, since f rq(y)dy = 1, and supp 71 C {xllxl < l} say, we have that
Xi - yn ) (y) dy
Ix -l n
Xi ( in * 2)(X)= J ( Xi
,~·(··, J,~
= y- i< gi(x)Yi q (y)dyi=l
= + lb l< (III),q(y)dy
since is an even function. So
II< xf I. (III )1, ( )l dy dx < dx Io1r(2)*
Hence,
So
,ofI Ixln * 1]i xl * q, ·
* 1 )(x)ll
Now
- fj;j<1E (M) -q, (y) d
Y (X).
Ixln - 1f; I x *>·q,
Xi Yi(i
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where 0 < 101 < IYl. Hence, since Ixl > 2 E, I Yl < E and Ix - 01 > xl - 01 we have that
II <J EIx> 2E - n+ C
Hence (2.1.7) is proved and so is the lemma. ·
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1.4. First, Tm E C' for v > 0 since
supp 'q(m In u) c {ulve - u vem}.
Also, f (m/u),(m ln(u/v))du = I Vv, m. So letting '%(u) du = (m/u)rq(m ln(u/v))du in Proposi-
tion 2.1.3, we see that for all m, each y, lim,,o T(y, v) exists. To show that Tm(y, v) can be
extended continuously to v = 0, we will show that
(2.1.8) ayirTm(y,v) cm.
Then,
ITm(Y1, v)- Tm(Y2, )l < ITm(Yl, v)- Tm(y2, v)I + ITm(y2, v)- Tm(y2, 0)
< Cm IY1 - Y21 + ITm(y2 1) - T(Y 2, 0) - 0 as (yl, v) -- (Y2,0).
Hence, Tm is continuous in v > 0.
For (2.1.8), note that the yi difference quotients of c(m[y - x])dx converge in i((9). Hence,
Tm (y,v) = <T,-(m vn ))du  pi(m[ - x)m'+ dx>
ayi ru(m in v)du (m[y x])m dx
Now, since T E ,{e0 and
supp[ 7(m ln ) du 0 pi(m[y - x])m' +l dx] c 0
a
where p = .
for all m, v > 0,
we have that
Ia () i(m y
ayim
lal+j<M
Ia+j<M i(X )] im + ( Nm ' cm,
proving (2.1.8). To complete the proof of Proposition 2.1.4, we must show that there exists an M,
cm -- 0 so that
(2.1.9) <r- Tm,l> < Cm I
Ia+j< M
( a)avj(a )J for all /i = .(y, v) dy dv E 63(O).
Before continuing, observe that if T E f'(6), p(x,y) C ( x Rn+ l), then
f <T, (x,y) dx> dy = <T, [Jf (x,y) dy] dx>,
since the Riemann sums of [f tp(x,y) dy] dx converge in qi(C). Let A = 4(y, v) dy dv be given. Then
_ xlm"+'I F U a _ nU V I1
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<Tm(Y, v) > = f T(y, v)(y, v) dydv = f <T, url(m In v)p(m[y - x])m dx du>' dy dv
= <T,(f uq¾(m n )-(m[y- x])m"4(y, v)dydv)dxdu>
by the above observation since
m u
m(m In ),p(m(y - x))m" 4(y,v)
has uniform compact support in (y, v, x, u)-space for all m. Let
fm(X,U) = fu (m n ) -p(m[y- x])mn"(y,v)dydv.
Then for sufficiently large m, supp fm C . Hence, since T E %,e, we have that;
I<T- m, (x, ) dxdu) = I(T, [fm(x,u) - (x, u)l dx du>
Ca+ ii(aa ) U(a1a M
C a  )J( a )J
lal+i<N
x [f m(m In )q(m[y - x]) (y, v)m dydv - (x,u)] dxdu
-= C |( aX -) (s]cp) [mf x(mt -s])p(m[ -y])mf"+l (y, eS)eSdy ds- (x, et )et] dx dtI[+jN
=c C fI(qrm (mcp)* j fai dxdt
where V= eS, u = e', j = ax at [ )e].
Now, using the assumption that q7, qp are even functions, and applying Lemma 2.1.5 we get
I<Ta - T,! < Y I1fajIllLI < m ( x-4xe )ellal+,< N lal+j I N+1 
= m- ax) ua ) a X9U)i,
proving (2.1.9) with cm = c/m, M = N + 1. ·
Now let
(x, T(x, t) t < O.
Since Tm have uniform compact support, we can choose Sm E C0" (Rn+l) with uniform compact
support so that
(2.1.10) suplTm - SmI < 
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Clearly, S -- T in %A,0 since if A = Tp(x, t) dx dt,
<Sm- T,> < <Sm - Tmil> + <T{ - T. <t 6 mililI + tX ((a) 
[xl+j< M
We now restate and prove the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 2.1.1. Let r1o 0 C (R+), fS10 = I and (rlo(et)et)(s) 0 for s E R. Let T be a
generalized function on , T E 6bi,, where 9L, , T satisfy (2.1.0)'. Assume that
(2.1.1) lim <T,v 0 nio0(nt)dt>
n--oo
exists for all p E I3('DL). Then T has boundary values on 6X in the sense of Definition 1.3.
PROOF. Let yn be a permissible sequence on 0 converging to v. Let q E C (R+), f 7 = 1. Then
by Proposition 2.1.3, lim,o< (T, nr(nt)dt 0 v> exists. We will show that
(2.1.11) lim<T,yp)> = lim<T,nq(nt)dt vp).
Let Pn, = pn(x,t)dxdt, v = (x)dx, Sm the sequence constructed in (2.1.10). Choose a subse-
quence, also denoted by Sm, so that I<T - Sm, n>l 1/ lm for all n. This is possible since /n is a
permissible sequence and Sm - T in t,.
Since Sm E Co (Rn+l), we have that for all n, there is a jn so that
I(Sml j -j!q(jt)dt v> < - for] >j,.
Combining, we have that for each m, there is a jm so that
I(T, > - Sm,jt(jt)dt 0 v>I < m forj >Jm.
Lettingj - oo, we see that
(2.1 .12) lim T. .>-|S(x, O)x)dx < for all m.
J
Now by construction, Sm - T in %,. Hence,
lim <Sm,jl(jt)dt 0 v> = f Sm(x,O)(x)dx -* lim Tjq(jt)dt 0 v> as m - oo.
Letting m --> oo in (2.1.12), we have that
lim <Tp..> jim <T, jrf(jt) dt 0 v>j--OO r j--oO
proving (2.1.11) and hence the theorem. ·
Let U = ((y,s)), V = (x,t)} be bounded open sets in R" +l . Let I1 be the slice {s = 0) of U,
t2 the slice {t = 0) of V. Let-x: U-- V be a diffeomorphism such that X(Y, 0) --> (x, 0) and
assume that X extends diffeomorphically to a neighborhood of U. Let X be the induced
diffeomorphism, X: %1 --> 2. Let 02 C V be open so that L2 C 02 and {(x, t) 0 < t < 8, x
E X2} C 02 for some 6. Let 01 = X- (02)
Now for T E 3'((92), . = (y, s) dy ds E 3(61 ), define
(2.1.13) ,(X Tt = (Tp((x (X,s)) dxdt>.\ (X,t)1 /
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Clearly, as in Proposition 1.1, if T E 6Al2,022 then X* T e 6A,, .
PROPOSITION 2.1.6. In the notation above, if T2 , 2 exists, (X* T), ®1 also exists and we have that for
all v (%1 ),
(2.1.14) ((X* T), > = X* (T922), v>.
PROOF. If T is given by a smooth function, the result is trivial. In the general case, let Sm be the
sequence constructed in (2.1.10). Then since X, extends to a neighborhood of U, an application
of the proof of Proposition 1.1 yields that
X* Sm X* T in )I,, .
Therefore, by Proposition 1.6, (X* T) ,,e, exists and (X* Sm)'X' -) (X* T)X1® weakly. By the
above observation, (X* Sm),, 1O = X (Sm) R 2 ,62 since Sm E C (Rn+ ). Hence,
(2.1.15) X (Sm ) -202 (X* T ),® 1
weakly. Now, since Sm - T in 6A %2,02 we have that (Sm)%,02 - T2,02 weakly. So clearly, we have
(2.1.16) X (S) 2, X (T2,o2)
weakly. Combining (2.1.15) with (2.1.16) we obtain (2.1.14). ·
We conclude this section with a theorem concerning the extension of generalized functions.
THEOREM 2.1.7. Let C be open so that a is an embedded submanifold of 9T Then for every
T E i%0a, there exists a T C 5g'(9R) so that
(2.1.17) T = T(O) .
In fact, we have that T E a, ,, and there is a natural injection,
(2.1.18) 6%0, 6A ao,6'
PROOF. Let T E 6 ae,. Using a partition of unity argument as before, it is clear that it is enough
to show the result locally. That is, it is sufficient to assume that T has relatively compact support
in a coordinate neighborhood U = (x,t)) of OT where % =-U n a9 = (x, o), (x,t) U
It > 0) C and there show that T E a ,en can be extended to an element T E '(U). In fact,
we will show that T E %,u To define ', we first construct a partition of unity. For each k Z,
let Ik C R be defined by
Ik = [(k + 2 )ln 2, (k + 2)ln 2].
Let Xk be the characteristic function of Ik. Let
D C(R), f| = 1, supp C [In 2 n2]
Then2 2n 2]. Let
Then 5' · X(t) = W ' * X(t - k In 2) and supp ' · Xk [k In 2, (k + 2)ln 2]. Let
(2.1.19) ,q(t) = 5 * x (In t), t > 0.
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Then if t > 0,
kE q(2 XOt) = *(lnt+ ln2) = * xk(lnt) =* 1 =
k=Note k=-also, that supp [1,4]. Now for oo = dt e define 
Note also, that supp ' C [1,4]. Now for t = qg(x, t) dx dt E 6g(U), we define T by,
(2.1.20)
1.
ITt> = lim (<T, 1(2kt)[,>.
n--*oo k=-oc
Note that for each n, the above sum is finite since ty has compact support. Also, since
supp 71(2k t)it C (, we see that <T, q(2k t)A> is well defined.
Let Sn = noo (T, (2k t)/>. Then for n > m,
lT E 1a(2kt)11> < C E
k=m |a|+jM
(a)t(a) [k
(2 kt) + ti t )k= m7(2 t) < Ci
k odd
for all t, n, m.
Hence,
-m+2 a J
a~ tJ(~ rp dx dt.fa( T .oISn - Sm < C I fJazj2
Clearly, then, Sn -
let
Sm I - 0 as n, m --> o. Thus, limn Sn exists for all I. To see that T E 66, U,
x (t) = 2k=-oo
k even
X2(t) = Ek=-oo
kodd
Then,
I<Ti> < sup (T, 2 1(2k t)) < sup{c
n -00 n
< sup{C
a[+j<M
C IM
laI+j< M
ax)a t i
IaI+j<M
·( )'x ntq m }
(8 aT(a ) t
Differentiating the products X p, nq, as before and noting that
for all n, ti( X2t d for all n,
IS - Sm <
<c E
i+lal+j M
Now
-q(2k t)]
n
k=m ki(a) k=m
k even
,( 2 k t).
(2.1.21)
t ( t 'I \< Ci
T t a~ i I q(2 I)~1 1~
, a 1. n ati a J.
k t) aE 'q(2Tt k=. x Tt I
,q(2 k ) <
+ sup
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we obtain that (2.1.21) is dominated by
(2.1.22) c E (a)tJ() 
Hence T E 6, UI
To show that the mapping; 6a, -- 6- %,(1 taking T -- T is natural, we now show that the value
of T as defined in (2.1.20) is coordinate invariant.
Let U = ((y,s)}, V = {(x,t)} be coordinate neighborhoods on 'I so that U n V n %L - 0
and U n %L = ((y,s)ls = O}, n aL = ((x,t)lt = 0}. Let : U - V be a diffeomorphism
(y,s) --> (x, t) so that ,t: (y, 0) -- (x, 0). Let t = 'tJ(y,s). Then since the Jacobian of 't at s = 0
is nonsingular, we have that (a4t/as)(y, 0) ¥= 0 for all y E U n V. Hence, given K C U n V,
K compact, there exists an E > 0, cl, c2 so that if 0 < s < E,
(2.1.23) c1s < 't(y,s) < C2s uniformly for y K.
Clearly, we can assume (supp T)c c U n V and is compact. Let E, c l, c 2 be given for K
= (supp T)C. Let E 63(U n V), = cp(y,s)dyds on U, pt = i(x, t)dxdt on V. Then on U,
n
<(T>) lim < (T,,q(2ks)>) = lim an .
n--oo k=-oc n--oo
Also, on V,
m
<Tal0> lim (<T,-(2kt))>= lim bm.m-->o k=-oo m--- oo
Hence,
(2.1.24) an-bm = (2 s)- k=-oo r(2(, t )(y,s)) (d ydsj.
Now supp l(2 ks) C (s12-k s < 2 -k +2} and supp ,q(2kt(y,s)) C {sId1 2- k < s d2 2 -k+2}
for all y E (supp T)c by (2.1.23). Hence, it is clear that
(2.1.25) supp (2 s)- (2 t(ys))C {(y,s)f(n,m) < s < g(n,m)}
k=-o k=-oo
where f, g tend to 0 as n, m - oo. Hence, using (2.1.25) and the fact that T E %a(',0, we can
estimate an - bm I from (2.1.24) as we estimated Isn - Sm I above, to obtain that an - bm I - 0 as
n, m -- co. Hence, T as defined in (2.1.20) has value independent of the coordinate system chosen.
2. Restrictions of Generalized Functions
Its now relatively simple to obtain a theorem for restrictions corresponding to Theorem 2.1.1.
We assume C R" + l is open, R + = {(x,t)} and n {(x,0)} = 9L Let 6+ = {(x,t) e
It > 0}, - = ((x,t) E lt < 0}. Let T E 3'(6) and as before, we assume that supp T is
compact. Note that + and 6- satisfy conditions iii) and iv) of (2.1.0)'.
We first relate convergence in 63%, to convergence in 6t,,n+ and 6%,-. Our goal being to show
that the sequence Sm constructed in (2.1.10) actually converges in 6a,a9.
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PROPOSITION 2.2.1. Let Tn, T E 6A9,,c and assume that Tn - T in both 6'A,i+ and 't,o_-. Then
Tn - T in '6AXL.
PROOF. Let E i3(6), E Co(R) so that I = 1 for It < 1; 0 = O for t > 2. Then,
I<T- n,t)l < I<T- T,(1 -()) + I<T- r,w()>= I + II.
By assumption, we clearly have that Tn -- T in 6%A®X+u- Hence since supp(l- 7(t/f))l
C + U 0-, we obtain that
I Cn t j( a)[a(a) ( ))d
TXI+~M - E
+ cn | | ( - (T [) =IIV
la+j+k< M
k>O
Now
"(~) lllaa i 'III < cn E
IaI+j< M
clearly. Also,
,Ji< [f ()(a) dx]d
since
~( ( -•(-)) < Ck for all E.
Hence, IV --> 0 with E and we have that
I cn E (x) tj 
IaI+j<M I
Now since Tn, T are in %,e, we have
II < T ()l + Tn1(e)
<c , C ( )'ax a (  t) (p + C2
Il+/<Tm Ja+j N
Calculating as with IV, we see that II -- 0 with . Hence, combining the above estimates for I
and II completes the proof. 
ila , atj( ,
t 7q( *l
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COROLLARY 2.2.2. Let T E 6GLte such that T+, T,y
-
exist and are equal. Then there exists a
sequence Sm E C (Rn+ l) such that Sm -* T in 6 9.2 '
PROOF. Let T be the sequences of functions as in Proposition 2.1.4 so that
Tm - T in 6A,_+.
Recall that Tm+(x, t)[T-(x, t)] was continuous in t > O[t < 0] and CO in t > O[t < 0]. Also, note
by construction,
Tm (x, O) = T,+, T(m[x - y])m" dy>.
So by assumption, T+ (x, 0) = T (x, 0). Therefore, let Sm E C (Rn+ l ) be chosen so that
ISm -Tm < 
where Tm G C (Rn+l) is defined by:
t
=m tm+Tm t O0
Clearly, Sm -- T in 6a,±+ and Sm E A, e Vm. Hence by Proposition 2.2.1, the corollary is
proved. 
THEOREM 2.2.3. Let *ll, '12 C CO (R) so that supp 71 C R+ , supp 7*2 C R-, f 1 = 72 = 1,
'(7l(e')e')(s) 0 and q(*2(-e')et)(s) = 0 for s E R. Let T E Jrt,,e have compact support.
Assume that for all v E ~(%),
(2.2.1) lim <T,n7ql(nt)dt 0 v> = lim <T,n'q2 (nt)dt 0 v>.
Then T has a restriction to %L in the sense of Definition 1.3, whose value is given by (2.2.1) for all v.
PROOF. By Theorem 2.2.1 and (2.2.1) we have that T, + and T,
_
exist and are equal. By
Corollary 2.2.2, there is a sequence S m E C (R n+l ) so that Sm - T in 6A,0. Hence, by
Proposition 1.6, T., exists and <TXc,a, v> = limm((Sm)9Er®, v) for all v. Combining this with (2.2.1)
and the fact that Sm -- Tin 6A®,+± completes the proof. ·
Let U = ((y,s)}, V = {(x, t)} be bounded open sets in Rn + l, X: U V a diffeomorphism so
that X(y, 0) - (x, 0) and assume that X extends diffeomorphically to a neighborhood of UC. Let
L1 be the slice (s = 0} of U, %L2 the slice t = 0) of V. Let 02 C V be open, 02 n %2 0 0. Let
01 = X- 1 (02), and let X: %1 --> 2 be the diffeomorphism induced by X.
PROPOSITION 2.2.4. Let T E 6,21 6,2 and assume that T2 , exists. Then X* T E 6A%,0e and has a
restriction to l1 given by:
<(X* T)a%1 ,,v> = <X* T2,02' v> for all E 1).
PROOF. Identical with the proof of Proposition 2.1.6. 
We now give a generalization of Theorem 2.2.3.
PROPOSITION 2.2.5. Let T E 6A,+ n 6Ad- and assume that To,+± exist and are equal. Assume also,
that for */ E C (R), v E qJ3(%), we have
(2.2.2) (T, (e)dt X v> c for all e.
Then T E 6A,) and has a restriction to 6L equal to its common boundary value.
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PROOF. We need only show that T a 6,, then apply the proof of Theorem 2.2.3. Let
C(R), = 1 for t < 1, j = 0 for It > 2. Let [i = cp(x, t)dxdt E 63((q). Then,
(2.2.3) (T, < TI- + <T,I ()1- < I + II.
As for I, we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2.2.1 and obtain
(2.2.4) I < C t j(a) a \
[al+j<M
Identifying T with an element D E '(Rn+l), which we can since supp T is compact, we have that
for all jt = qp(x, t)dx dt E (),
(2.2.5) IT,>l = I(D,,}l < c sup
IaI+j< M
a a) 
-a - I )
ax at, 
IaI+j•M+1 (ax) a(t) 1
By Taylor's formula, write
T(,t) = (x,O) + j. tj; + RK+l(x,t)j=l
where pj = (/at)jp and RK+ 1 has a (K + )st order zero in
I<T, ( t )((x, t)dx dt
t at t = 0. Then
itK I t 
- -n~(-)cp(x,O)dxdt>| < • [<T,-'q(-)tpj(x,O)dxdt>|EE j=1+|T. R
+ KT,-?(t) RK+ (x, t) dx dt>.
Using (2.2.5), we have that
I t(T, lq( )t pj(,O)dxdtl < cEj , I(T,1-7(t)RK+l(x,t)dxdt>| < ce
Hence, It it
I < (T, ( )- ( -)cp(x, O) dx dt> I O with .
Combining this with (2.2.2), we have
for all , E Gq(6).
Hence, by (2.2.6),
II = |T,1()y> < C7n e - 0 with E.
Letting - 0 in (2.2.3) and combining the estimates for I and II, we obtain
I<T,u < c
[al+j<M
That is, T E @6,e . ·
if K> M.
(2.2.6) KT, < CqllE E
( , )atj( , 
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REMARK. The assumption T,, T E AL® in Proposition 2.2.1 can be weakened to the following:
For all v E 3(%), ' E CO (R),
(2.2.7) I( dt > C1( )dt , V>I < Cv
where c and c n are independent of E.
The proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.2.1 except to estimate II, we follow the proof
of Proposition 2.2.5.
PROPOSITION 2.2.6. Let T E 6,+ n 6AX,O_ and assume that T,®o+ and TX,e- exist and are equal.
Then there is an S E 6t®,o such that S = T on 6O\9t and S has a restriction to 9L equal to the
boundary values of T.
PROOF. Let 7(t) = * x0 (lnltj) where , Xo are as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.7. Then for all
t = 0, k_ q(2kt) = 1. We define S as follows. Let [i = p(x, t)dxdt E '3(0). Define:
n
(2.2.8) <S, > = lim < (T,(2kt)>.
n---o k=-oo
Imitating the proof of Theorem 2.1.7, we see that S is well defined and S EE 6A,. Clearly, S = T
on 0\c.L Hence, SI+ and S- exist and are equal. So by Corollary 2.2.2, there exists
{Sm} E Co () so that Sm -- S in 6J, ®. Thus by Proposition 1.6, S, exists and equals the weak
limit of (Sm),,. Clearly,
S , = T,o = weak lim(Sm)a,+.
Hence, S%,, = T%,9 ±. ·
3. Poisson Type Integrals
Let D E 6D'(R), p E Co (Rn), fp = 1. Then it is well known that q) * D - D in '(Rn)
where
e (x) = -n( )E
Let c Rn x R be defined by (x,t)t > 0). Making use of the natural identification of
distributions and generalized functions in this setting, we will define D E 6A,, so that ia,® = D.
Here we identify L = Rn = ((x, 0)}. For 4(x, t) E CO' (9), we define;
(2.3.1) <D(, > = D * t-n(),b(' t)>dt.
The integral is well defined since 4 has compact support and the integrand is a continuous
function of t for t > 0. Clearly, D G6D'(6).
PROPOSITION 2.3.1. Let D be defined by (2.3.1). Then 1 E %,e and D ,o = D
PROOF. Let x0 E Rn , U a bounded neighborhood of x0 in R n X R. Let V = U n 9L Then if
supp q c U n ,
<,,> = f D * t ('), ,(.,t)>dt = f<D,,(-,t) * g ( t)>dt.t t(2.3.2)
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Now since U is bounded, it is clear that for all E CO (U n ), that '(-, t) * t- n cp(- .t) has
bounded support as a function of x, uniformly in t. Let W C Rn be a bounded open set so that
supp[(-,t) * t-"q(-t)] C W for all t, for all , E CO (U n ).
Let X E C (R), X = 1 on W. Then since xD E $'(R"), we have as in (2.2.5),
(2.3.3) I<XD,>I < C ax for all E CO (W).
1aj<M
Hence, from (2.3.2), (2.3.3),
D,4 I< f I<oD, (.,t). t-n ( )->dt =f I XD,(-.,t) * t-nf,( ))ldt
f C [ lt c( ) * (- x)a(",t)l dt < I qPII 11 1(a ) 
So D E g a, o.
To prove that d, e = D, we will show that
(2.3.4) limD )(x)> = <D,>
for all E C (V), r7 E C (R+), with f ' = 1. Then by Theorem 2.1.1, the result will follow.
Let 7 E C (R +), E C (V) be given. Then
it I.( 5 rl(= f<(D * t-ni( 3)s(x)>orl l)dt =f |D * (io)"KD b), (x>(uadc e
Now the integrand in (2.3.5) is absolutely integrable, uniformly bounded in e and converges
pointwise to D, 4(x)>(u). Hence, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem,
I t(<D, n(t)I(X)> - <D, > as -o 0
since f (u)du = 1. ·
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CHAPTER III
CODIM % > 1
1. Boundary Values of Generalized Functions
Let GT have dimension k + , %9 C G% an embedded submanifold of dimension k. In this
section, we make the following assumptions on .
i) %L c as,
(3.1.0) ii) There exists U = (x,y)}, a coordinate neighborhood of , so that U n %X
= {(x,y) ly = 0), and for each x E U n 9, there is a neighborhood V of x, an
open truncated cone W C R, so that V x W c . W is a truncated cone if
8 E Wimplies 8O E W for all 0 < < , some E.
By Proposition 1.7, we can assume without loss of generality that supp T is relatively compact
and supp T C U x { yl yl< E). Combining this observation with (3.1.0), we use the following
model:
i) 9x = Rk+ l - Rk X Rl
ii) C Rk = Rk x {0}, is open
(3.1.0)' iii) t x W C , where W is an open cone in R',
iv) 9 c as,
v) T E '(e), (supp T)c compact in °71L
In this setting, there always exists permissible sequences for any v E q5(%). For example, if
T E C (R+), f (t)tl- 1 dt = 1, and({n} C° (S-l), s,_ Sn da = 1, supp 5 C s- 1 f nW, then
(3.1.1) = V (60 n = v 9 nT(nlyl)'~(l Y )dy
converges to v clearly, and supp w,n C . Also, if we require that
f Ty ( a-) ia • o Clal for all n.
then c n is clearly a permissible sequence as in Definition 1.2.
As in Chapter II, we want to justify the exclusive use of such sequences in applications. That
is, we are interested in the following question:
Let T E 1A,®. If limn(T,v ® n17o(ny)~n(y')dy> exists for all v E 93(%), all (n} as above and
some 70, does T have boundary values in the sense of Definition 1.3? Here y' = y/Iy[.
As before, for the answer to be affirmative, we need an assumption on the Fourier transform
of 0. Also, because of the geometry of the support of such sequences, we will need to modify 0.
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Given as in (3.1.0)', we denote by (' C any open set of the form:
(3.1.2) 0' = x V
where V is an open cone in R' satisfying the following property:
(3.1.3) There exists an open cone W C R so that YL x W c and VC\(O) c W.
Clearly, if we can take W = R'\(0) in (3.1.0)', then we can take ' = . We have then, the
following:
THEOREM 3.1.1. Let , , T, W and 0 be as in (3.1.0)', T E 6io Let r0 E Co (R+) satisfy:
(3.1.4) f tl-q 0(t)dt = 1, 6F(eltl(et))(s) , for s E R.
Assume that for all v E (%X),
(3.1.5) lim T,v n (nyl)'n(y')dy>
exists and has value independent of {n,} where ({} C C°(S-) satisfy:
(3.1.6) fn dy' = 1, suppD C W n SI-, f(ay)An dy' < c for all n.
Then for any 0' C as in (3.1.2), T,,O, exists. Also, if , 0 are two such sets, then T,i = TV,®?
We will prove Theorem 3.1.1 following the same pattern as the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. But first,
we express the seminorms in (1.1) in local spherical coordinates in y.
If yo E S'l-, let U' be any Sl - ' neighborhood of yo diffeomorphic to an open set in R'-l. For
example, let U' = S'-\{y} where y yo0. Let ,I: (y,. .. ,y) - ( 1(y'), ... ,9l(y')) denote
this diffeomorphism. Then (r = yl, , ... , -1)} can be used as coordinates on the cone U
generated by U'. By induction, one can show that on U,
(3.1.7) = I haj()(a)(a)
where h,,j(y) are homogeneous of degreej - 1/31. Hence, on U, if II = I/l'l, r = yl, we have
(3.1.8) y(a ) = aaj(y)( ) r ()
where aaj, are homogeneous functions of degree 0. So if T E 6taX, then locally,
(3.1.9) KT,> < C (ax ( a) rj j(x,r0)J(r,0)
j+taI+I#I#<M
where = (x,y)dxdy, J(r,O) = F(O)r'-' is the Jacobian of the transformation (r,o) -y,
F c C°°(R'-') and the Ll norm is with respect to dxdOdr.
PROPOSITION 3.1.2. Let qo C (R), ({n} C C-°(S'I-), T E AXi,o( satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 3.1.1. Then for any ql C (R+ ) with f t-'q(t)dt = 1, and any v C (Gl), we have that
(3.1.10) lim <Tv nl(n0l)n(y')dy
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exists and is equal to the limit in (3.1.5).
PROOF. Applying Lemma 2.1.2 to elu1q(eU), elUr10(eu), we have that for each N E Z+ , and 6 > 0,
there is a I1, . k... , ... k so that
k
(3.1.11) q(eu)elU = ~ ~ir(eu-i)elu- lsi + r(u)
where I(d/du)j rll < ,j = .. ., N. And, since f t-l = f tl- 1 0 = 1, we have that
]1 - k_ 1 i < 8. Letting e = nt in (3.1.11) we obtain
(3.1.12) nrl(nt)'n(Y') = -i % ( )(- ~)n(Y') + n g(t)~n(y')i=I \e\e /
where g(t) = r(ln[nt])/(nt)'. Hence by (3.1.9), if v = p(x)dx E 'q(6),
k n )"ql dT, v 0 n q(nly)i(y')d- 2 i (eS) (n [ ei )n(Y )')dY
(3.1.13) Ca+lf~j•M (() (-)(Pt(9)0n(9) jt+ -)jg(t)n1 1
i= 1,2
where {p, 1,92} is a partition of unity over S t-1 so we can use (3.1.9), and the L' norms are taken
with respect to dx, d and dt respectively. Choosing N in Lemma 2.1.2 equal to M and letting
x = ln[nt], we have
drx ] Ie( x itJ+l-(d) g(t)nl) S c _i ( )[)]l < c I 1()'r < c8.
Hence by assumption (3.1.6) on {n}, we have that (3.1.13) is bounded by c8. So
(3.1.14)
= [rim -l ] (T0,® nll(nyl)n(y')dy- (i 0i) n°(nly)~(y')dy) < c'
Hence, since 11 Ek=l I ] < 8 and <T,v n10(nlyl)g(y') dy>l < c, we have by (3.1.14) that
[lim -l m] K<T,v 0 n(nIy )n(y')dy v- n 70(nlyl)n()Y>t
(3.1.15) • [li m-lin] (TP n(n[yj)n(y')dy- (i-- 0i) P n 710(nlYl)n(Y')dy)
+ [im -in] KT,(1- ~()v i) n1%O(njYI)n(Y')dY) < c6 .
Hence, the limit in (3.1.10) exists and equals the limit in (3.1.5). 
In order to generalize Proposition 3.1.2 to more general permissible sequences, we construct a
smooth sequence Sm so that Sm - T in A,, ',, ' as before in (3.1.2). For this, let T E %9t., T
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satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.1. Let ' be any set given by (3.1.2). We consider two cases:
1) If W Rl\{O}, then W n S'l-' SI-I. Hence, there is a C diffeomorphism, :
W n S -- > R'l- . Let D C CO(R-l'), supp C (neighborhood of 0}, f dx = 1. Let m(X)
= ml-1 (mx), h(z') = 1/F('(z')), where F is as in (3.1.9). Let / C CO(R), 0 e supp 'q and
assume that f (s)ds = 1. Also, let (p g Co (Rk), fSp = 1 and denote mkp(mx) by pm(x).
Assume that , q, p are even functions. Finally, for (x,y) E ', we define
(3.1.16) T(x,y) = (Twz,tPm( - w)rl(m n ZI ) m (L(y') - (z'))h(z')dwdz?
where as usual, y' = Y/lYl, z' = z/IzI.
2) If W = Rl\{O}, let Xl, X2 E C(S'-l') be a partition of unity of S'- so that supp Xi
S S i = 1, 2. Let i be C diffeomorphisms from a neighborhood of supp Xi to R - l ,
hi(z') = l/i('I(z')), where F is as above only defined via i. Let 52, r, p be as in 1). Then for
(x,y) E 0 we define
(3.1.17) Tm(x,y) i Twz, (x-w)(m In ml ((Y)- '(z'))hi(z')dw
We now show that Tm, Tm has the required properties.
PROPOSITION 3.1.3. Let T E 6ga o satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.1. Then Tm [respectively T']
is C O on [resp. 0'], continuous to 9L X (0} and Tm - T in %A, 0[tid! T - T in 6tA,O,].
PROOF. Without loss of generality, assume supp q C {tl < It < 2). Then for any y, we have
that
supp 1(m In -z C {zI yle -2 m Izl<Iyle2m},
and supp m(Tj(y')- i(z')) is contained in an S-l-neighborhood of y' whose diameter
decreases to 0 as m - oo. Hence, since (supp T)c is compact, Tm(x,y) is well defined and C on
0 since we can differentiate under the 'integral.' As for T, note that since (V n S - l ) is
compactly contained in T(W n s5-l), we have that for m large, if (x,y) ',
supp [m(X - w) i(m In [ ) Im(yt(Y') - t(z'))h(z')dwdz] C OX W.
Hence, T'(x,y) is well defined and CO on '.
To show that T m is continuous to 9L x {0), we first show that for each x, m,
(3.1.18) T(x,0) = lim T (x,y) exists.(3.1.18) y-,0 Myes
For this, let x, m be fixed. Define
y(Wz) = wm(x -w)  In l) m('t'(y') - (z'))h(z')dwdz.
Then Tm(x,y) = T, y(w,z)> and if we let (t) = t(m In t)m/tl, t > 0, we have that q
E C (R +) and f tl-1(t)dt = 1. Note that we define i1 = 0 for t < 0. Also, if we let
'y( ) = m(T(y') - (z'))h(z'), then for m large enough, supp (z') C W for all y E V. Now
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for each y, fs-, fy(z') dz' = 1 and for each a we have
independently of y. Hence,
iY (w,z) = pm(X- w)7( IY ) (z') dwdz
is easily seen to be a permissible sequence converging to (x - w) dw as y - 0, so by Proposition
3.1.2, Tm (x, 0) exists. Now
a i
ax Tm(xy)= (T, - ax- [m(X- w)]n(m In lyll ) ]l' m((y')- (z'))h(z') dwdz
Hence, using (3.1.9), a calculation shows that
(3.1.19) I(a )T(X,y)l < cm for ally, x.
So if (x,y) E ', (xO,0) E G6x {0}, we have by (3.1.19), that
IT'(x,y)- T(x,0)l < IT'(x,y)- T(xo,y)j + IT'(xo,y)- T(xO,O)l
a 10-T(x,y) Ix - o + T(xo,y)- T (x 0, )l 0
as (x,y) -- (xO, 0).
Hence, T (x,y) is continuous to x (0) and T',(x, 0O) is given by (3.1.18). A similar argument
proves the same statement of Tm(x,y).
Finally, we show that T - T in Xs',. A similar argument will show that Tm - T in A .
For this, let ,u = (x,y)dxdy E k(O'). Then since has compact support, we have that,
f Tm(x,y)q4(x,y)dxdy= (T, [f(x,y))m(X - w),(m In 1z 
(3.1.20)
x 'm (y') - *(z'))dxdy]h(z') dwdz).
For m sufficiently large,
supp[f (x,y),pm(x - w)ql(m n ) 1) (-i(y') - P(z'))h(z')dxdy]C '.
Hence, since T E 6AL,, we have that
I<T;- Tt,>l < c a Z '(a)
Ial+ltl<M
11=I'I
(3.1.21) [f4(XY)qPm(X - w)7(m In -z) m-m(*(y')- (z'))h(z')dxdy
- (w, z)] dwdz.
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Applying (3.1.9) to (3.1.21), and letting yI = e, IzI = e', u = (y'), v = I(z')
(3.1.21) is bounded by
we have that
c C' Jlw)"( (av ) at)
(3.1.22) [f CPm(x - w)lq(s - t)m(U - v)(x, eSt*-l(u))F(u)els dxdsdu
- 4(w, et-l (v))F(v)elt] dwdtdv
where 7qm(S) = mq(ms) and F is defined as in (3.1.9). Now since p, '1 and S are even functions, we
can apply Lemma 2.1.5 to obtain that (3.1.22) is bounded by
(3.1.23) 1( a a a ',whe(3.1.23) OCm a  ( )(-) (ct [(w' et- w ''(v))F(v)et ] dwdtdvlal+lel+jiM+1 
where cm - 0 as m -- oo. Letting I = e', we have by induction that
(a 
t = cIILi alZI ).
Hence, substituting Izl = et and observing that (/at)i[f(t)e t] = [q=o cik(8/at)kfle t, we have
that (3.1.23) is bounded by
(3.1.24)
lal+lpIl-ijM+1
Now
a 
V = IIl< Il
where c E C°(R'-'). Hence, the integral in (3.1.24) is dominated by
(3.1.25) Cm I
lai+h'l+jiM+lI
k=j+lYI
Finally, letting v = I(z') and noting that
C' a3aZ )
Ial =- IzI < c E Izili=l
and F E C (Rl- 1), we see that the integral in (3.1.35) is dominated by
(3.1.26) Cm II2M1 aw Z
lal+li<M+1 
I Il=10'l
Hence, Tn - T in , as claimed, completing the proof of the proposition. .
lzlj+' -' -' J a [iU)BI ~, lzl*'(v))F(v)]dwdlzldv.
I Z I I-tl ca -Y
, (V) FZ
TW i~ik+/-l I JzI TZ [4,(w"jzj*-'())FVvII dwdlzUdv
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Henceforth, we will denote by Tm the approximation constructed in Proposition 3.1.3. Choose
Sm E C (R k +l) so that
1(3.1.27) Sup Sm - Ti <m
on 0' or depending on W in (3.1.3). Clearly then, Sm - T in 6th,X' (respectively ,3).
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1.1. Using Sm in (3.1.27), the proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.1.1. ·
Let U = {(x,y)), V = ((w,z)) be bounded open sets in Rk+1 or coordinate neighborhoods on
two manifolds. Let L 1 be the slice {y = 0) of U, %2 the slice z = 0) of V. Let X: U --- V be a
diffeomorphism, X: %1 - %2, that extends diffeomorphically to a neighborhood of UC and let
Xl%, = X be the diffeomorphism, X: %1 - '%2. Let 02 C V satisfy (3.1.0), 61 = X-2(01). Let
T E 3'Y(2). Then if y = p(x,y)dxdy E (01), we define as before:
(3.1.28) <X* T, > = (T, (X - (w, )) )X dw dz
By Proposition 1.1, if T E 6X2,02, then X*T E 6X,,e,.
PROPOSITION 3.1.4. In the above notation, if T2,o2 exists, then (X* T),,&, exists, and for all
V E (%),
(3.1.29) <(X* T),,e, ,> = X T62,>2,'
PROOF. The same as the proof of Proposition 2.1.6. 
2. Restrictions of Generalized Functions
It's now relatively easy to obtain a theorem for restrictions corresponding to Theorem 3.1.1. We
assume that 0 C Rk+l is open, Rk+l = {(x,y)} and n (x, 0)} = t Let 00 = \x%.
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let T E tA%,. Let o E C (R+ ) satisfy (3.1.2). Assume that for all v E ~3(%DL),
(3.2.1) lim T, v n 0(nlyl).n(y')dy>
exists and has value independent of {n } where {n) satisfy:
(3.2.2) Is, d = 1, n d( •) C aY l j<l for all n.
Then T has a restriction to 9%2 in the sense of Definition 1.3 whose value is given by (3.2.1) for all v.
PROOF. Clearly, T E 6%9,0 and by Theorem 3.1.1, T®0.c exists. Let {n} C °3(0) be a permissible
sequence converging to v E X(%). Say /n = pn(x,y)dxdy, v = p(x) dx. Let X E C °°(R) so that
X = 1 for t > 1, X = 0 for t < 1/2. Then for all CG 63(8),
(3.2.3) (<T,x(lyl) - > <T,tu> as E - O.
E
To see this, note that since T E 6A,,
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i4lT,( -X ))> · t aa ) 0 XI < C  l))I ,
Elal+l X())(a) (a) 1
obtain that
II Cf< C E TrJIXJ(r) X T(XS ry )I(cr/ 1dx dy' dr
+e C am 1a1where -= (y , a )X Xl+l l  I ML
- K TX( 2e )nj < 1Clearly, The same as E 0o. Writing y o(aly n by (3.1.8), differentiating, and letting ll = Ir, we
btain t at
CE f l ff r j x (,) E'x ry I )l(Er)l ldx dy d r
O<j<n
Hence, II -0 with E. That is, T, X(lY E)I) -> (T, t) as - O. So for each n, choose en with
E en n
Then lim(T,Tn) exists if and only if limn(T, X(lyEn)/tn) exists. But a calculation shows that
X(ly[/En)1n is a permissible sequence on 0 converging to . Hence, lim,(T, X(lY/lY n)An >exists and
equals the limit in (3.2.1). Therefore, the same is true of limn(T,LFn>). That is, T, 0 exists. ·
PROPOSITION 3.2.2. Let Tn, T E ,,, and assume that Tn --> T in 6AX,%,. Then Tn --> T in 6A,,.
PROOF. The same as the proof of Proposition 2.2.1 only we estimate I in that proof as II was
estimated in the preceding proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2.3. Let T CE %A,, and assume that T,,, exists. Then there exists (Sm}) C  (0) so
that Sm - T in A,,.
PROOF. Choose {Sm} c C () as in (3.1.27) where Sm -- Tin 6Ai,%1 . {Sm} exists since T,e ° does.
Then by Proposition 3.2.2, we have that Sm - T in 6%,®. ·
Let U = (x,y)), V = {(w,z)) be bounded open sets in Rk+l, X a C diffeomorphism,
X: U - V so that X: (x, 0) -- (w, 0). Assume X extends diffeomorphically to a neighborhood of
UC. Let %L, respectively 6t 2, be the slice {y = 0} of U, respectively z = 0O of V. Let X be the
induced diffeomorphism, X: %L1 - %2. Let 62 C V so that % 2 n 2 : 0. Let 01 = X- 1 (2).
PROPOSITION 3.2.4. Using the above notation, let T E 46AE22 and assume T2 2 exists. Then
(X* T),,e, exists and
<(X* T),Xe, v> = (X* T >2,2,v> for all E 6(X 1).
4
(3.2.4)
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PROOF. Identical to the proof of Proposition 2.1.6. ·
The proofs of the following two Propositions are the same as those of Proposition 2.2.5 and
Proposition 2.2.6 respectively, and are omitted.
PROPOSITION 3.2.5. Let T E ,00 and assume that for all v E (D), r E Co (R') we have that
(3.2.5) KTI 1 ,(Y)dy>l < c for all .
Then T E 6X
.
Further if T,% exists, so does To, and T , = To'
PROPOSITION 3.2.6. Let T E 6Fio and assume that TR ° exists. Then there exists an S E de so
that S = T on 60, S, e exists and equals T,.
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CHAPTER IV
EXISTENCE OF RESTRICTIONS AND PRODUCTS
1. A Refinement of the Wave-Front Set of a Distribution
Let X be a C ® second countable manifold. We recall the definition of the wave front set of a
distribution D E 6D'(X) and several of its properties.
DEFINITION 4.1.1. Let X C Rn be open, D E 6D'(X). Then the wave front set of D, denoted WF(D),
is defined as the complement in X x (Rn\{O}) of
((xo, o) there exists neighborhoods Uo, o so that for all C (Uxo),
(4.1.1) for all N E Z+,(D) () = C(r-N) uniformly in E V }.
It is clear that
(4.1.2) sing supp D = (WF(D))
where r: X x (R"\{O}) - X, 7r(x, 5) - x and sing supp D is defined as the complement in X of
(4.1.3) {xI 3 U with D E C (U))}.
Also, it is clear that WF(D) is a closed cone in X x (Rn\({O}) where by conic, we mean:
(4.1.4) (x 0 , 0O) E WF(D) = (xo,rO) WF(D) for all E R + .
PROPOSITION 4.1.1. (X0, 0) (! WF(D) if and only if for all real valued functions #b(x, a) E C°° (Rn
X R P) so that dx (xo, ao) = ~o, there are neighborhoods Uxo, Aao so that for all E C' (U), all N,
(4.1.5) (D, e-i'r,("a) > = (T-N)
uniformly in a E Ao.
PROOF. See [1]
Hence, if X is a manifold, D E 6D'(X), Proposition 4.1.1 is taken as the definition of WF(D).
This definition is clearly coordinate invariant and agrees with Definition 4.1.1 if X c Rn. With
this definition, it is natural to consider WF(D) as a closed conic subset of T* X\{O}. That is, the
cotangent bundle of X minus the zero section.
The objective of the rest of this section will be to refine the WF(D) into orders of decay and
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then show this refinement to be coordinate invariant. We begin with:
DEFINITION 4.1.2. Let X C Rn be open, x E X, V C Rn a cone. Let D E 6'(X), k E R. We
define the order of D at x on V to be less than or equal to k, denoted
Ordxo VD k
if there exists a neighborhood U of xo, an open conic neighborhood W of V so that VC\{(O C W and
for all qc E C ( U ) we have
(4.1.7)
We say that Ordo,vD = k if
(4.1.8)
If 0 E Rn, we define
(4.1.9) OrdzL D=
uniformly on W.
k = inf(k'IOrdxo,0 D < k').
= Ordxn,vD where V = {To E R+).
If Ord o v D < k for all k E R, we say that Ord ' v D = -oo.
Note that Ordxo,v D = k does not imply that OrdxO vD < k. Also, if V C V', we clearly have
that
(4.1.10) Ordx vD 6 Ordv D for all x0 .
Letting gD (x, ) = Ordx, D, we see that for each D E D'(X), gD(x, ) is an upper semicontin-
uous function on X x Rn. That is, for each X,
{(x, ) gD(x, )I< X} is open in X x R.
Also, if D E $'(X),
(4.1.11) Ordo,RRD < k
Finally, if D E L(X),
(4.1.12)
for some k independent of x o.
for all x o .
PROPOSITION 4.1.2. Let h, g be measurable functions on Rn
< c(1 + IXI)N. Then if - N is sufficiently large,
(4.1.13)
so that Igl < c( + xl)k , IhI
I(h * g)(x)l < c(l + Ixl)k.
PROOF. If k > 0, we can choose N = -k - n - 1 and
(h *g)(x) (1 + x - y)k(l + yI)-k-n-' dy < ( + x)k f (1 + yj)-n - dy
< c(l + x|)k.
If k < 0,
I(h* g)(x)I < fly ( 4Ix/2 1 y + (1 + YI)Ndy + lx1 + x - y)k(1 + YI)Ndy
= I + II.
(4.1.6)
I(pD) ()I < c(1 + le[)k
OrdRn D < -k
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If Iyl < Ixl/2, then x - j > xi/2 so
I < c(1 + xl)kf (l + y[)N < c(l + xl)k if N = -n - 1.
And, in II, since (1 + Ix - ) k < 1, (1 + lYI)k c(1 + [xl)k,
II ( + lxl)f (1 + yl)N-kdy < C(1 + xl)k if N - k < -n - 1
Combining the estimates above, completes the proof. ·
COROLLARY 4.1.3. Let D E 6D'(X), x0 E X. Then
(4.1.14) OrdX,R, D < k, for some k E R.
PROOF. Let U C X be any bounded neighborhood of x0. Let X E Co (Rn), X =- 1 on U. Then
XD E '(X), so by (4.1.11),
I(XD) ()j < c(1 + 1l)k for some k, all 5.
Now for all q E C (U),
I(cD)* ()1 = I(pXDf ()l = * (XD) ()1 < c(1 + 1)k
by Proposition 4.1.2 since E S(R"). 
The following two propositions will be useful in showing how Definition 4.1.1 is affected by
coordinate changes.
PROPOSITION 4.1.4. Let ip: Rn - R' be smooth, and assume that [a/ax]xo = [0]. Then there is a
neighborhood U of x0 so that for all qp C (U),
(4.1.15) f ()eir(X+iX))' dx = ((T-N)
for all N, uniformly in ' E Sn- .
PROOF. Let
gi( ) = [(x + (X)) '] = +/ a=j
ax~i j= 1
Since apj/ax i = 0 for all i, j when x = x, it is clear that il g2(x, ') = 1 + h(x, ') where
Ih(x, ~')l can be made arbitrarily small, uniformly in S' Sn-, by taking Ix - xol small. Choose
U so that7 inL 1g2 = 0 for x E U,' E Sn - l Define
" gi(x,') a
(4.1.16) I= (
J
Then L is well defined on U x S"-' and L[(x + p(x)) · '] = 1. Hence if qp e CO (U),
f (x)eiTd(x+P(x))'dx = 1 f (x) L[eiT(X+wX))'] dx = [L'q]eiT(x+jx))' dx
(iN f [(L')N qpeiT(x+q(x))(' dx.
(iT)NN
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Hence, If d(x)eiT(X+(X))t [ < CNT - N for all N, uniformly in ' E S -1 where cN depends on
supu(L')N. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.5. Let f be a measurable function on R n satisfying f(S ) < c(l + I5 )M some M.
Assume that on an open cone W C Rn, f(()| < c( + (|/)k uniformly. Let g be a measurable
function on R n so that g( )[ < c(1 + I)N . Then if -N is sufficiently large, we have that
(4.1.17) ](g *f)(~)l < c(l + Ili)k
uniformly on V, where V is any cone satisfying VC\(O} C W.
PROOF. Clearly, since VC\{O} C W, we have that there exists c > 0 so that if 5 E V, then
{xl Ix - I1< c1) is contained in W. Let U be an open conic neighborhood of V defined by:
U = (xl Ix - ,1< c for some E V}.
Then
l(g f)()l < fU g(x - )f(x)dx + fR\U Ig(x - )f(x)dx = I + II.
Now since U C W, we have that
I < fRn g(x - )(1 + xi)kdx S c(l + [)k for all 
if N is chosen as in Proposition 4.1.2. Now for II, note that if 5 E V, x E R"\U then
Ix - > c . Hence, since k - M < 0,
II _< (1 + 1)k-Mf(I + x - x)N+M-k(l + Ix )MdX
< c(1 + Il)k-M(l + II)M
= c( + Ill)k for E V
by Proposition 4.1.2 if we choose N appropriately. Combining estimates I & II completes the
proof. ·
We will use Proposition 4.1.4 and Proposition 4.1.5 to see how the order of a distribution
behaves under coordinate changes. First, we remove the presence of a norm I in Definition 4.1.2.
DEFINITION 4.1.3. Let V be a cone in Rn. We say that a relatively compact set U' C Rn\(0} is a
generating neighborhood for V if U = {rT I E U', T E R+ } is an open conic neighborhood for V.
Clearly, in Definition 4.1.2 we can require that
(4.1.18) (qpD) (~') = (Tk )
uniformly for ' E U where U, is a generating neighborhood for V.
THEOREM 4.1.6. Let X, Y be open in Rn, a diffeomorphism, 4: X -- Y so that (-x) = y. Let dI x
denote the Jacobian of 1 at x. Let D E 6D'(y), V a closed cone in R n, W = (dJx)t V. Then
Ordy vD = Ord, w* D.(4.1.19)
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PROOF. Let 4i be the ith coordinate function of . Expanding by Taylor's formula about x = x,
(4.1.20) i(x) = ± ii(X) + , ai(x - )j + hi(x)
j=1 - J
where (x - )j = j - xj; hi E C', and ahi/axj = 0 at x = x for all i,j. Hence
(x) = [<(x) - (d3x)x] + (dcIS)x + h(x).
Letting y = (I(x), we get
(4.1.21) y = [ - (dx)<-' (y)I + (dDx)-'(y) + 9(y)
where (y) = h o - 1(y) has the property that ai/ayj = 0 for all i, j at y = y. Let k E R so
that OrdyvD < k. Then by Definition 4.1.2, there is a neighborhood Uy of y, a generating
neighborhood U> of V so that
(4.1.22) I<D, p(y)eir(Yi') = (Trk)
uniformly in ' E U' for all p E C (Uy). We define Ux C -l(Uy) shortly. Let Uw
C (d¢,) t U'V so that if Uw is the cone generated by U', then
(4.1.23) W C UW and U, C (d4) t Uv\(0).
We will show that
(4.1.24) I(D* D, (x)eiT(x'))> = (T k )
uniformly in v' E U for all E C (Ux).
Now by definition,
(4.1.25) D* D, (x)e(x') > = <D, /(OI-' (y))eiTI- (Y)P' ).
Now for any choice of Ux C -'l(Uy), A(y) _ 4(q-'(y)) E C (Uy). Also, for any v' C Uw,
there is a ~' E U> so that v' = (dx)t '. Hence, (4.1.25) becomes
(4.1.26) <D, j,(y)eiT(do )O- l (y) ' ).
Let p E CO (Uy) so that p = 1 on supp A. Substituting (4.1.21) into (4.1.26) we obtain
(4.1.27)
ei[(d)~- (D)4D, (y)- y' [ p D] [(y)e -i' ](Y)) ei y[(d43)D<[D , e 'TF  eT(Y >
= eiT(dx)- '(y)- y] ' [D]f * [(.)e-iT'*)' ] ^ ('re').
Now
(4.1.28) (qD) (') = (k)
uniformly in E' C U> by (4.1.22). Also, by Proposition 4.1.4, if U C Uy is small enough, y U,
(4.1.29) [ ( ') = (T -N) VN
uniformly in ' E S'n - for any E C (U). Hence, by assumption (4.1.23) on U, we can
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choose N large, apply Proposition 4.1.5 to (4.1.27) to obtain that V4' E C0° (Ux), where
U C - (U),
(4.1.30) <(* D, (x)eiT(x )) > = (Tk)
uniformly in v' E U'w. Hence,
(4.1.31) Ord-WI*, D < Ordy-,vD.
So if Ord vD = -oo, we are done. Otherwise, by the same argument, we can show that
(4.1.32) Ordy,(d,)W((l) * ('* D) < Ord*w(I*, D).
Noting that ( -' )* ,( D) = D, (dfy- )W = V yields
(4.1.33) Ordy,vD < Ord-, w(D* D).
Combining (4.1.32) with (4.1.33) proves (4.1.19). ·
We now define the order of a distribution D c 6D'(X) where X is a manifold.
DEFINITION 4.1.4. Let D E D'(X), X a manifold, x o E X, V a closed cone in (T* X \({})x. We say
that
Ordx0,vD < k, k R
if there exists a coordinate neighborhood Uxo = ((x)}, a generating neighborhood U' for V so that for
all cp E CO (Uxo),
(4.1.34) <(WD,eix' x' ) > = (Tk )
uniformly in ~' U>. We define Ordx0,VD = k etc. as in Definition 4.1.2.
By Theorem 4.1.6, the order of a distribution is well defined, independently of the coordinate
system chosen. That is, if Ordo,0 vD < k in one coordinate system, the same is true in any
coordinate system.
DEFINITION 4.1.5. Let k E R, xo E X, o0 E (T*X\({0})xo, D e 6D'(X). We say that (x 0,( 0 ) is in
the k-wave front set of D, denoted
(4.1.35) (x 0,( 0 ) E WFkD
if Ordx0,o D > k. That is, if Ordx0o0T = k' where k' > k. We let WF, D = Uk WFk D.
Clearly, WFk D is conic for -oo < k < oo, and since Ord x ~ D is an uppersemicontinuous of
(x,(), we see that for -oo < k < oo, WFkD is a closed set in T*X\{0).
Also, if (x0 , 0) WFk D, then (x0, ~0) E WF(D). Hence
(4.1.36) WF, D = U WFk D C WF(D).
Also, it is clear that
(4.1.37) (T*X\{0})\(WF(D)) C {(xo,o0)Irdxo0D = -o}.
However, we may have that
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((xo,0o) Ordo, o D = -oo} n WF(D) 0.
To see this, we construct the following example.
Given b > a > O, let
fa,b(X) = (l/lxI l- a) + (b - xl)
0
Let fakb(x) be the kth primitive of fa,b(x) on (xl
if a< Ix| <b,
otherwise .
a <IxI< b}. For example,
fab(X) = (xl - a)[ln(ixl - a) - 1] + (b - xl)[ln(b - Ixl) - 1]
is continuous on (xla <xl < b}. Here we define fab(x) = 0 outside of (xla <lxl< b}. Clearly,
fakb(X) E Lk_l(Ia,b)\Lk(Ia, b)
where Ia,b = (xla <Ix< b}). Define,
for k > 1
F(x) = /n+11,/n () if x C I1/n+ l,/n
otherwise.
Then for each n > 1,
F(x) Es Lm_(tx < n)\L(Ix < n).
Clearly then, F(x) is not C in any neighborhood of x = 0, so
WF(F(x))o f 0.
However, if (p E CO (Ixl < l/n), then (F) ^f = ,* = (1l1)1-' by Proposition 4.1.2 since
pE S(R). Hence
OrdoRF = -oo.
With this in mind, we give the following.
DEFINITION 4.1.6. We define WF D = ((xo,o)l Ordxoo D = -oo n WF(D).
Hence,
(4.1.38) U WFkD C WF(D).k>-oo
Also, by definition,
(4.1.39) WF(D) C U WFkD.k>-oo
Combining (4.1.38) with (4.1.39) we have
(4.1.40) WF(D) = U WFk D.k>-oo
Now given k, if op c CON(X), N = N(k) is large, qp(xo) 0, then by (4.1.11) and Proposition
4.1.5 we have that
WF (p DO)x = ( WFk D).(4.1.41)
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If q9 E C (X), q0(xo) - 0, then (4.3.23) is true for all k. Now let 7r: T*X -- X be the usual
projection; (x,) x.
DEFINITION 4.1.7. Let D E D'(X), -oo k < oo. We define the singular k-support of D by:
singk supp D = [U Tr(WFk , D)]C where k' > k,
(4.1.42)
sing_ supp D = [k>-o 7r(WFk D)]
Note that if OrdxoOT = k, where 0 E (T*X\{O})xo, then x may or may not be in the
singksupp T. However, if OrdxO ,T < k where V = (T* X \{O})x, then there is a neighborhood
Uxo so that Ord v T < k for all x E U. Hence, xo 4 singk supp T.
If W C (T*X\{O})Xo is a closed cone, we will sometimes write that Ordxow T <4 k where we
will mean either
i) Ordo wT = k' where k' > k, or
ii) Ordo W T = k but we do not have that Ordx0 w < k.
Then if Ordxo
'
w T k, we see that xo E singk supp T.
Clearly,
(4.1.43) singk supp D C sing supp D for all k.
And, by (4.1.40) and (4.1.2),
(4.1.44) sing_o supp D = sing supp D.
PROPOSITION 4.1.7. Let k E Z+ U {0}. Then
(4.1.45) sing_ksupp D C X\{xl 3Ux with 4~D E Cok(X) for all# E C (U)}.
PROOF. Given x, assume that there exists Uxo with
cD E Ck(X) V E CO (Uxo).
Then in any coordinate system on U, 4D Lk(UXo). Hence by (4.1.12),
Ordo,wD < -k, where W = (T*X\{O})xo.
So, by the remarks following Definition 4.1.7,
xo E X \(sing_ksupp D). 
PROPOSITION 4.1.8. Let : X - Y be a C° diffeomorphism, D E 6D'(Y), V* denote the induced
mapping of T* Y - T* X. Then
(4.1.46) WFk(*D) = 4*(WFkD) -oo < k < oc.
Hence
singk supp((, D) = I-'(singk supp D) -co k < o.(4.1.47)
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PROOF. Immediate from Theorem 4.1.6 and the above definitions. ·
2. Existence of Restrictions of Generalized Functions
Let T c '(%), / a nowhere vanishing density on r
DEFINITION 4.2.1. Let k E R U (-oo}. We define WFk(T) by
(4.2.0) WFk(T) = WFk(TI)
where TI E C6D'(%^) is defined by, <(Ti, )> = <T, Mu[t> for all (p CO (lT).
The above definition makes sense, since if 1, 2 are two such choices of nowhere vanishing
densities, then /1 = f 2 where f C (6T) and f = 0 for all x E . Hence, Tl = fT/t2. So by
(4.1.41), WFk(TgI) = WFk(T 2) for all k.
Our purpose in this section will be to derive a sufficient condition for restrictability of a
generalized function T in terms of its k-wave front sets.
In the following, we will use the convention set forth in Chapter I. That is, in local coordinates,
we will identify T with T. So if ILl E (), T E 3'(0), /y = qpy, we will identify <T, 1t > with
<T/A, Aq>. For notational convenience, we will denote TA by D.
Let 9 be an embedded submanifold of T' Say dim = k + 1, dim 9% = k.
DEFINITION 4.2.1. The conormal bundle of 91, denoted N* (6t) is
(4.2.1) ((z,r) E T*(9t)\{0} z E 9%, T*1*() 0).
In local coordinates, if U = ((xl,...,xk, Y, ... ,y)} so that V - U n 9% = {(x,y)ly = 0),
then Tx(9L) is spanned by (a/axiji = 1,...,k} clearly. Hence, N*(9) over V is spanned by
{dyl, . .., dyl).
THEOREM 4.2.1. Let T E @'(t), 9 C 9T as above. Assume that for each x C %9Z
(4.2.2) Ordx, N() T < -1.
Then T E '6, ,, and Tot em exists.
Note that (4.2.2) can be written as;
(4.2.3) WF, T n N* (%) = 0.
REMARK. If WF(D) n N* (%) = 0, D C 6D'(TJhr), the existence of a restriction for D was shown
in [1] using properties of wave front sets.
PROOF. We first show that T E 6i<,m. Let x0 E 91 be given, Uxo C 9Th as in Definition 4.1.4.
Choose U C Uo with coordinate functions {(x,y)} so that U n % = {(x,y)ly = 0). Let A
Co' (Uxo) so that 4 = 1 on U. Then for all A = p(x,y)dxdy E (U),
(4.2.4) <(T, > = <(D, Tp>.
Now
<ADD p= f (D)' (D(,,7)q,)d d q
= tni<1E1 (A D) (,*)((X)d d + I>l1 (E D)^ (~,B)~(,B)d d = I + II.
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In these coordinates, we can identify Nx0o(%) with (0, ,)). Hence, for any E > 0,
(4.2.5) {(,)1 In> 'El4}
is a conic neighborhood of Nxo(%) in T* G\\{0 }). Choose E so that
(4.2.6) |(4D) ( )1 < c(1 + I12 + 112 )K, 2K < -l
on {(, 7q) I l> ell}. This can be done by assumption (4.2.2) and Definition 4.1.4. With this e, we
estimate I and II. Now since AD E '(M), we can find M so that (4ID) I 6 c(1 + 1I12 + I12)M
Hence
I(l2 x< (fl + 1 12+ 12 i2)Ml_(, ) ldld
(4.2.7)
< supI(1 +12)Nif,<Ell (1 +112)-N(1 + 112 + II 2)M M d dq.
On the domain of integration, (1 + [112)N < c(1 + 1 12) N . Hence, (4.2.7) is bounded by
(4.2.8) sup 1(1 +1:) 2Nf| (I +112)-N(1 + 11q2)-N(1 + 1I12 + 1qI 2)M d d.
Choosing N large, the integral in (4.2.8) is convergent and we obtain that I is bounded by
(4.2.9)
c sup (l + 1 1 2)2Nl = C SUPI[(l + x) 2N qp] I< cI(1l + Ax2NIll < C (x ) (X,Y) 1
IaI<4N
where Ax = - kl (a/xi) 2 . Using (4.2.6), we have that II is bounded in absolute value by
(4.2.10) supl(l +e12)N( f (1 +12 + I2)K(1 + I12)- Ndud ~
where 2K < -1, N is arbitrary. L-etting i-= (1 + -12) r, we have that
(4.2.11) 1 + 2 + I 2)Kd = (1 + I 2) K+f (1 + 12 )Kdf c(1 +  l12)K+
since 2K < -. Hence, inserting (4.2.11) into (4.2.10), we have that
III - c supI[(1 + AX) Nq I f (1 + 112)-N+K+ dt
(4.2.12) c 1 () a (xy) for N large.
lal<2N 1
Combining (4.2.12) with (4.2.9) proves that T E 6Am,-
To prove the existence of Tm, let = qp(x)dx E (U fn S%). Let E1  Co (R+ ) so that
S t'-lq(t)dt = 1. Let {Am} C C°(S'-I) satisfy (3.1.6). Then clearly,
(4.2.13) I/m = V(x)m (ml yl )m (y' ) dxdy
is a permissible sequence converging to . Then
(4.2.14) <T,! > = f (~4D) (,')g( )g.m(q) d~,d
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where g,(1) is the inverse Fourier transform of mlr(myJ )m(y'). Clearly, gm(1q) 1 pointwise as
m - o. Also, gmti < jIm(mlyl)m(y')Ill < c for all m by (3.1.6) where the L' norm is with
respect to dy. Hence, the integrand in (4.2.14) is uniformly bounded, uniformly integrable by the
above estimates for I and II, and converges pointwise as m --> o to (D) A( ,'7)(). Hence,
applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem proves the existence of limm<T,bim>. So, by
Theorem 3.2.1, T%,,, exists and equals this limit. ·
THEOREM 4.2.2. Let T E 3'(AT), G% C 9T embedded so that dim 9T = k + , dim L = k. Assume
that for some x o
(4.2.15) OrdXO,(R) T < h < -1.
By Theorem 4.2.2, there is a neighborhood 0D of xo in M so that T®,o exists. Then
(4.2.16) Ordxox,,*(TxO ,) < h + 1.
PROOF. Let U = {(x,y)} be a coordinate neighborbood of xo in 9T so that
i) Uc®
ii) U n = {(x,y)y = 0)
iii) V¢ E CO"(U),
(4.2.17) <D,4,(x,y)ei(x+Yl)> < c(1 + + 11+ )h
for all ~, ,q where h < - and D is a distribution associated with T.
That U exists is clear by (4.2.15) and Theorem 4.1.6. Choose V C U n DL so that x0 E V,
Vc c U. Let i C (U) so that -- 1 on V. Let DX, 0 be a distribution on 9% n associated
with T o,. Let 7 E CO (R l) so that f 7= 1. Then if (p E Co(V),
(4.2.18) <pDX®, eX(> = lim <(PD I (Y )eix>.
Hence,
(4.2.19) I< D,,, eix >I < im <(p D,-(Y)e 
Now
I( DI (Y )eiX'>I = ,D I 71( Y)(p(x)eiX'> = I<((D) (x,y), ( l( )(p(x)e'i ) (x,y)> I
(4.2.20) < f I(D) ^ (x,y)(cy)E)(x + ) dxdy
< f ( + IxlI + IYl)h (Ey)c(x + ) Idxdy
by (4.2.17). Letting y = (1 + xj) , (4.2.20) is equal to
(4.2.21) f(1 + I xl)h+l(x + )I f(1 + l)h (e[1 + x R])ddx.
Now since h < -, we can apply the Dominated Convergence theorem to obtain that
lim f (1 + I l)h 1([1 + xl])d' < c.f(4.2.22)
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Hence, by (4.2.22), (4.2.21) and (4.2.19) we obtain, since p E S(Rk), that VN E Z+ ,
(4.2.23) 1<p D ,eiX' >I < C f (1 + IXI)h+I(1 + Ix + )-Ndx
for all . Applying Proposition 4.1.2 to the integral in (4.2.23), we have for N sufficiently large,
that for each qg E Co (V), there is a c E R so that
(4.2.24) I <pD e, eix> l< c(l + ll1)h+ l
That is,
(4.2.25) Ordo,),TrwO()%)( h +l. ·
COROLLARY 4.2.3. Let T E 61'(6t) satisfy (4.2.15) for all xo E 9[t Then for every h < 0,
(4.2.26) singhsupp(T, ) C (sing(h_l)supp T) n L.
PROOF. Let x0 E sing h supp (T%,). By the remarks following Definition 4.1.7 we have that
OrdXo T(%(Tad)) h.
Hence, by Theorem 4.2.2,
Ordx o,* T h- l.
So by the same remarks, x0 E sing(h_l)supp T. ·
3. Products of Generalized Functions
In this section, we discuss sufficient conditions on generalized functions in order that their
product is well defined.
Let X be a second countable C' manifold. Let m E Z+, 'D = 1im l Xi where Xi = X for all
i, and 69 is given the usual product structure. Let %L C 'DX be defined by: %9 = {(xl,...,xm)
Ixi = xj Vi,j}. Note that xi in general will be an n-tuples of coordinates if dim X = n. Let
T E '(X), i = 1, ... , m. Clearly, ® l T E f'(91t), where ®m I T is the tensor product.
DEFINITION 4.3.1. Assume ®m li E ,, 9 where 0 is a neighborhood of St in L We define the
generalized function, im 1 Ti by
(4.3.1) i-I T
when the restriction exists.
Clearly, if T E C' (X), then ®im1 TE , , (®iml T).mOe exists and is equal to the product of
T in the ordinary sense. From Theorem 4.3.1, it will be clear that if Ti E C' (X) Vi # j, and
Tj E '(X), then the above statement is also true. Also, it is clear that if im l supp T = 0, then
Im T E A,R for any 0, and (m 12 i)g, is well defined to be 0.
Let Ti E @'(X), Fi = WF(Ti), i = 1, ... , m. Let Ij° c T*(X) be defined by
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(4.3.2) 1°0 = {(x,O)x E supp Ti}.
Clearly, by definition,
(4.3.3) WF(T T2 ) C r X 2 U ri X 2 U Fr 0° X 2 .
By induction, and (4.3.3), we obtain that
(4.3.4) WF I T C U ( Fi
where the union is over all 2m - 1 combinations of r'i = ri or rF = ri° where we exclude llim= r10.
Now, given cones ri C T*X\{O}, i = 1, ... , m, we define:
m
(4.3.5) ir = ((x,6 l +... + Sm)l (x,ti) E ri Vi}.
THEOREM 4.3.1. Let Ti E '(X), ri = WF(Ti), i = 1, ... , m. Assume that for every k < m and
every k-tuple (il ... , i) Vj,1, we have that
k
(4.3.6) 2 ri c T*X\{O}.j=I
Then ®im= Ti E 6A,6 where % is the diagonal of 6 = Iim l X, and is any neighborhood of JL,
Further, ®= l Ti has a restriction to 9t.
That is, Im=_ Ti E 9'(X) is well defined by Definition 4.3.1.
REMARK. It is shown in [1] that if D, E e GD'(X), WF(D)+ WF(E) C T*X\{O}, then DE
E 6D'(x) is well defined by:
DE = (D0 E)
where 0P: X --> X x X given by: x -* (x,x).
PROOF. Combining (4.3.4) with assumption (4.3.6), we see that:
(4.3.7) (Q, -x )=
~(4.3.7 ~XI, ' ' .,Xm , l .'. 'm) E T*(91L) xi = xj Vij, i=
does not intersect WF(®m=l Ti). To prove that ®i m i TE 6AX,O, we must show the following.
Given X E Ot, 3M E Z+, and a coordinate neighborhood U of X0 with coordinate function
{(Ul ..... ,um)), where U n N = {(u1 , .. ,um)lui = O,i > 2}, so that V /x = c(u)du E 93(U),
|9 Ti > | l < || ( a ) (u2, Um)8(O(u )(4.3.8) 2~ · I · Iai+,lm I au,+ -,Ur))
Ij31=1I'l
We will, in fact, show (4.3.8) with all 6f = 0. To do this, let X be given. Then if 'i = (i, ... , m)
E [T*(9R.)\{0)xo, and jm- j = 0, we have by (4.3.7) and Definition 4.2.1 that 3 neighbor-
hoods Ui of X0, V of _' so that for all q E CO (Ui),
(4.3.9) D(i Oi,(x,... ,xm)ei(x) = - N)
for all N uniformly in Vi. In (4.3.9), we identify E '(X) with Di E 6D'(X). For each
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Ei S*o(G), the cosphere bundle over X0, let U, be given. Since S(%l) is compact, and
((1 .... * *m) E S y-- I = 0} is closed in SO(%), we conclude that there is {,. .. , N}
C S(gL) and associated Ui, i = 1 ... , N so that U l V covers {(l, ... m) eS*
i1 i 0)= 0}.Let W= C Ui, V = Uf .Thenif p E CO (W),
(4.3.10) Digei(X) = (r -N )
for all 9% uniformly in V.
Writing X = (xO, , x) E % where xO E X, let UxO be a coordinate neighborhood of xo in
X, say with coordinate functions {(Yl, .. y,n)} so that (IIm=l Uxo)c C W. Let U C -Im=l Uxo have
coordinate functions ((ul,...,urn) } where u = (Yll, ... l), Uj = (Yl -Y 1 .. Yn -Yjn)
> 2 Here the set {(ykl ... Yk)) are the coordinates on the kth UxO. Clearly, U n 6X is the slice
((ul, . . .,um)l Uj = j > 2) of U.
Let E C (W) so that - 1 on U. Then ifp Eq CO (U),
(4.3.11)
i= lDi,9 (U,. ,Um) = K('(Yl ... Ym)(i31Di),(Yl,Yl -Y 2 ... ,Yl -Y Ym)
= | f [()[i= lDi] ( 1,' ' .m)q( i I -2 ...
i=1 iJ=
i= i=1
I,+ II,.
In the above, we abuse notation by writing Yl for (Yll' .,yl,), etc. Now [m lDi] E '(1D).
Hence
(4.3.12) [[ilD ](1,. m) 6 c(l + 1I + - + lm)MsomeM.
So, for any E,
WE6 c (1 + Il +) M + 2myl) K i-2 -m d
i=1 =
But, on the domain of integration,
(1 + 2i i )- C( + [i ,i] K
+~l LI~2
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Hence,
I, c, sup [(1 + AU)Kg(l,...,Um)i (I + E ±[, 1+ i -Kl
(4.3.13)
[a<2K
for K large. Here, Aul is the Laplacin in ul.
To estimate II,, we make the following observation. If e is small enough,
(4.3.14) ( ,*X) E S () E C V.
Extending conically, we see by (4.3.14) that if e is small enough,
(4.3.15) ((lR <) E E il C V.( I lm m
Hence, for this , we have by (4.3.10) that
(4.3.16) IIf < sup (i i 2** * -) (i + i i>= d for all K.
Choosing K > mn, we obtain
(4.3.17) II < c up clp9(ul, .um)1),
Combining (4.3.13), (4.3.17) with (4.3.11) proves (4.3.8). That is, Oim l / E e0.
The proof that (m l Ti) ), exists is then the same as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. 
When m = 2, Theorem 4.3.1 can be improved by using k-wave front sets. First, if rF T* (X)
we define
(4.3.18) -F = {(x,-)l(x,) E F}
THEOREM 4.3.2. Let T, T2 E J'(X), dim X = n. Let ri = WF(Ti). Also, let
(4.3.19) Vl(xo) = [ (- 2)]xo0 V2(xo) = [(-F1 ) n F2]xo.
Assume that for each x o E X,
(4.3.20) Ordxo (xo) T + Ordx,o v(xo ) T2 < -n.
Then Tl T2 E a,% where fLX is the diagonal in 9% = X x X, and e is a neighborhood of 9L Further,
(T T2 )X,0 is well defined. That is, T T2 E 6'(X) is well defined by Definition 4.3.1.
REMARKS. 1) Note that (4.3.20) can be stated as: If WFk(T)xo n (xo) # 0 and W(T 2)xo
n (xo) - 0, then k + l < -n.
2) Clearly, V1 = -V2, so = 0 if and only if V2 = 0. To be consistent with Theorem 4.3.1, we
define
OrdX0o0 T = - o.
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PROOF. Let (xo, x0 ) E GL be given. Let Ul, U2 be neighborhoods of x0 E X as in Definition 4.1.2
corresponding to V(x0 ), V2(x0 ) respectively. Let U C U x U2 so that there exists P1 E CO (U1 ),
' 2 E CO°(U2) with 41' 2- - 1 on U. Let Ul, U2 have coordinate functions ((xl,...,xn)),
((Yl, ... .Yn)) respectively. Let U be given coordinates {(u, v)} where ui = x i, vi = x i - Yi for all
i. Then if t = cp(u, v) dudv e f(U),
(4.3.21)
I(T< ® T2, >i = I((1Dol) ® (' 2D2), (x,x - Y)l < f I (1 DIl ( )(P2 D2 ) ()(~ + , ,- -) dtd
where Di is a distribution associated with T. We break the domain of integration in (4.3.21) into
three parts;
N = {(t,1)l I + 1> (ltl+lj1l)},
N2 = {((,)l + <E(ItI +  l )) n {WF x WFT2},
N3 = ((I,)l I1 + 71< E(II+lqI)) n (WFrT x WFT2)',
where {WFT X WFT2}' = Rn x Rn\{WFT X WFT2}. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1, the
integral over N is bounded by
(4.3.22) C v (a9(u,)
for some k. Next, consider N2 where we define
N = N2 n (Sn- 1x Sn- 1) = {(E,7) E (WFT x WFT2) n (Sn- I x Sn-')I I1 + 711< 2}.
Now if t0 is not in an Sn--neighborhood of WFTI n (-WFT 2) n S-', then for small,
(o0,) ( N' for all q7 E WFT2 n S n - l. Similarly, if o is not in an Sn-l-neighborhood of
(-WFTj) n WFT2 n S - l, then for E small, (,7%) N2 for all E WFT ln Sn-'. Hence, if
(0, qo) E N', we must have that:
o0 is in an S" - ' -neighborhood of WFTI n (-WFT2) n sn- ;
%70 is in an Sn-' -neighborhood of (- WFT7) n WFT2 n Sn-.
Let W, W be the open conic neighborhoods of Vl, V2 as in Definition 4.1.2. Let Wv
= W n Sn - l, i = 1, 2. Then the above comments imply that N C W x W' for small.
Extending conically, we have that N 2 C Wv x WV. Hence, the integrand over N2 is bounded by
(4.3.23) sup (1 +It + ,1q)K~( + qq)- d -q)1| 71111) (1 +I|I)a( ++2)b(1 Id t
where a + b < -n, K to be chosen. We estimate now, the integral in (4.3.23). Letting t + i1 = u,
= v we obtain
If,+'<1E(lI+ l'i) (1 + t1)a(l + I71)b(1 + I1 + ql2)- Kdtdq
< (1 + IvI)a (I  IU - a I)b dv < c f(l + IvI)a(l + IvI)bdv < c
since a + b < -n and K can be chosen large enough to apply Proposition 4.1.2. Using this in
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(4.2.23), the integral over N2 is bounded by
(4.3.24) c 2K (a) (uv)
a1l12K
Now, for the integral over N3, note that at least one of (l 7) ^(), ('2 T2 ) (7) is rapidly
decreasing, so this integral is bounded by an integral like (4.3.23) excepting that a + b < k for all
k. Hence, as above, this integral is bounded by (4.3.24). Combining (4.3.24) and (4.3.22) with
(4.3.21), we obtain
(4.3.25) TI T2 1 < (c ) - (U, V) for all E (U).
Jal<k
That is, T1 0 T2 E AX% .
To prove that (T1 X T2 )%e exists, we follow the proof of Theorem 4.2.1. 
We now consider two algebraic properties of products as defined by (4.3.1). As for commuta-
tivity, we have the following.
THEOREM 4.3.3. Let Ti E 6'(X), i = 1, ... , m and assume that ®im= Ti E 6i,e where (9 is a
neighborhood in h of the diagonal G93 Then for any permutation r: (1,..., m) - (Tr(), ..., 7r(m)) we
have that
m
(4.3.26) i T(i) E 6, e
where 6' C (9. Further, assume that g 1 T has a restriction to 9% equal to T. Thenm I T,(i) also has
a restriction to 9% and
(4.3.27) T
PROOF. Let D: Iim_l Xr(i) - Iiml Xi be the diffeomorphism defined by:
(4.3.28) D ((I) ... ,x(m)) (x1 . .XM)
By Proposition 1.1, if (gmi=l T E 6%, , then * [®m= Ti] = gim ITi) E 6, e, where (9' C (9. Here
we used that c>: 9% .- L Hence (4.3.26). Now by Proposition 3.2.4, we have that the existence of
(®m T)(e implies the existence of [* (®m I T)],, = (m I T,(i) a,. Further, we have that
(4.3.29) (i )] = * [(,g T.) ,
where · is the induced diffeomorphism, i: 9% -- 9L Noting that T = identity, we conclude from
(4.3.29) that
(4.3.30) (i = ( ) 
As for distributivity, we only have the problem of existence. That is, from the existence of
S(im l T1), we cannot conclude the existence of STj for any j. The converse, however, is easily
seen to be true and we have the following.
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PROPOSITION 4.3.4. Let S, Ti E °g'(X
S(iml Ti) exists. Further
(4.3.31)
), i = 1,..., m. Assume that STj exists for all j. Then
PROOF. Noting that
(4.3.32)
the proof is trivial.
Si-(I i) m (S ® T),i=l
.
i I m
i= = i=l 
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